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Abstract 

The demanded accuracy of work pieces in industry increases rapidly. Therefore the accuracy of 
measurement systems should increase also. Within the frameworkof his Ph.D. study Van Vliet 
has developed and built a prototype of a fast mechanica! probe system for use on a Coordinate 
Measuring Machine. The prototype was based on triangulation measurements which allowed a 
larger prohing speed while preventing damage to the work piece or the probe. However this 
prototype exhibits some imperfections concerning the optical design that prevents the current 
system from being commercially usable. 

This graduation thesis presents the study for a new design of the optical system based on the 
triangulation measurements also used by Van Vliet. The main goal was to reduce the number of 
light sourees in the probe and to examine some possible infl.uences on the accuracy of the probe. 
Further possible causes of the non-linearity of the position sensitive detectors measured by Van 
Vliet should he examined. 

The prototype developed by Van Vliet used three diode lasers coupled into the probe by means 
of fibers. Fibers were chosen to prevent a heat souree in the probe itself and to prevent higher 
order modes from the laser entering the system. However a movement of the probe resulted in a 
movement of the spot position on the detectors. It was found that this movement most probably 
was not a result emerging from the fibers itself, but from the couplers which guided the fibers into 
the probe. Because of the advantages of the fibers and the possibility of excluding the movement 
of the beam by using a different coupler, the choice was made to use the fibers also in the new 
design. 

To reduce the number of light sourees a way needed to he found to split a single beam into 
three or more beams. A few possibilities were examined and one was chosen to he examined 
more extensively. This possibility consisted of a single mode fiber entering the probe vertically 
and a crossed phase grating to divide the original beam. A phase grating was chosen to split the 
beam into four separate beams because of the fact that a phase grating is capable of selective 
transmittance. This means that with the structure of the grating it is possible to omit certain 
maximaand submit others. A crossed grating was chosen insteadof a single grating to spatially 
separate the beams on the corners of a cube. As a result of a crossed grating four maxima emerge 
in the system and the optical system could become symmetrical. 

With use of computer simulations this new configuration was tested on the possibility of roea
suring with a resolution of 0.1 J.Lm at the stylus tip. Calculations showed that it was possible to 
measure a displacement of 0.1 t-Lm and to distinguish a rotation from a translation, as long as the 
prohing direction is in the direction of the x-or y-axis of the probe system. 

The optica! path design was made with use of Gaussian opties and the resulting design consists 
of the fiber with one lens to reshape the largely divergent beam coming from the fiber to a parallel 
beam of 200 J.Lm. 

Possible infl.uences on the uncertainty of the probe caused by deviations in the alignment of the 
components and by form deviations of the components were examined. However the uncertainty 
of the probe with respect to the determined stylus position could not he determined because a 
retrieval program has not been written yet. The uncertainty of the probe depends on the way the 
stylus position and orientation is retrieved from the four spot displacements. The examination 
showed that the resulting deviations in the spot position were all linearly dependent on the size 
of the deviation in the components. 



From the analysis of possible causes of the non-linearity of the detectors it could be concluded 
that these were most probably the result of the non-homogeneaus doping process of the semicon
ductor material of which the detectors are made. Further it appears that a change in the diameter 
of the spot on the detector influences the position measurement of the spot. 
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Samenvatting 

De nauwkeurigheid waarmee in de industrie werkstukken worden gemaakt wordt steeds groter. 
Daarmee wordt de vraag naar nauwkeuriger meetmiddelen ook steeds groter. Om de afmetingen 
van deze werkstukken te bepalen worden onder andere coördinaten meetmachines gebruikt. De 
huidige machines zijn zodanig geconstrueerd dat bij snellere metingen botskrachten dusdanig toen
emen dat het werkstuk beschadigd kan worden. Hierdoor vermindert ook de nauwkeurigheid van 
de machine. Tijdens zijn promotie is door de heer Van Vliet een nieuw prototype taster ontwikkeld 
en gebouwd voor het gebruik in een coördinaten meetmachine. Dit prototype is gebaseerd op trian
gulatie metingen welke een hogere aantastsnelheid toelaten terwijl beschadiging van het werkstuk 
of the taster wordt voorkomen. Het prototype bezit echter nog een aantal onvolmaaktheden in 
het optisch systeem waardoor het niet commercieel toepasbaar is. 

Dit afstudeerverslag bevat de bestudering voor een nieuw optisch ontwerp, gebaseerd op de 
meetmethode gebruikt door Van Vliet, namelijk triangulatie metingen. Het doel van dit afstudeer
werk was om het aantallichtbronnen inthetaster te reduceren en het analyseren van mogelijke 
bronnen van afwijkingen in het nieuwe ontwerp. Verder is onderzoek gedaan naar de mogelijke 
oorzaken van door Van Vliet gemeten niet-lineariteiten in de positiegevoelige detectoren. 

Het prototype gebouwd door Van Vliet maakt gebruik van drie diodelasers van welke het licht 
met behulp van single mode glasvezels in het tastersysteem wordt ingekoppeld. De keuze voor 
het gebruik van glasvezels is gemaakt om warmtebronnen in het tasterhuis zo veel mogelijk te 
vermijden en om hogere orden laser modes uit het optische systeem te weren. Een nadeel, eerder 
toegewezen aan het gebruik van glasvezels, was de bundelstabiliteit tijdens het bewegen van het 
tasterhuis. Wanneer echter de koppelingen van de glasvezels in het tasterhuis worden bekeken kan 
worden geconcludeerd dat het waarschijnlijk deze koppelingen zijn welke het stabiliteitsprobleem 
veroorzaken. Vanwege de twee genoemde voordelen en de mogelijkheid dat de stabiliteit verbeterd 
bij gebruik van een andere koppeling is gekozen om ook in het nieuwe ontwerp gebruik te maken 
van glasvezels. 

Om het aantallicht bronnen in het taster huis te verminderen is gezocht naar een manier om een 
enkele laserbundel te splitsen in drie of meer bundels. Er zijn een aantal verschillende concepten 
bekeken en een van hen is gekozen voor nader onderzoek. Dit concept bestaat uit een single mode 
fiber welke het tasterhuis verticaal binnentreedt. De bundel wordt vervolgens opgesplitst met 
behulp van een gekruist fase grating. Er is gekozen voor een fasegrating omdat dit de mogelijkheid 
biedt om bepaalde orden maxima door te laten en andere orden negatief te laten interfereren. Er 
is gekozen voor een gekruist grating omdat deze de bundels kan plaatsen op de hoeken van een 
vierkant. Als gevolg van het gekruiste fase grating ontstaan er vier eerste orden maxima. Het 
voordeel hiervan is dat het optisch systeem symmetrisch wordt. 

Met behulp van computer simulaties is de nieuwe configuratie getest op de mogelijkheid om 
te kunnen meten met een resolutie van O.lp.m op de tasterpunt. De berekeningen toonden aan 
dat het inderdaad mogelijk was om met een resolutie te meten van 0.1 p.m en om verschillende 
translaties en rotaties van elkaar te kunnen onderscheiden, zolang het aantasten van het werkstuk 
gebeurd in de richting van de x of y-as van het tastersysteem. 

Het systeem voor de bundel vorming is ontworpen met behulp van Gaussische optica en het 
resulterende ontwerp was een fiber met een enkele lens om de divergerende bundel voortkomend 
uit de glasvezel om te vormen naar een bij benadering parallelle bundel van 200 p.m. 

Verder zijn met behulp van computer simulaties mogelijke invloeden op de onzekerheid in de 
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metingen van de taster onderzocht welke veroorzaakt worden door afwijkingen in de uitlijning of 
vorm van de afzonderlijke componenten. Hieruit is gebleken dat de afwijkingen in de spotver
plaatsingen alle lineair afhankelijk zijn van de maat van de afwijkingen in de componenten. 

Uit de analyse van mogelijke oorzaken van de niet-lineariteit van de detectoren is gebleken dat 
deze vooral afkomstig zijn van het inhomogene dopingsproces van halfgeleidermateriaaL Verder is 
hierbij gebleken dat een variatie in de diameter van de spot op de detector invloed kan hebben op 
de gemeten positie van de spot. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In the group Precision Engineering of the faculty of Mechanica! Engineering, research is car
ried out in order to improve geometrical measurements. The field of geometrical measurements 
includes a wide range of measuring principles, for example interferometric measurements, measur
ing of roughness, measuring of roundness and three-dimensional measurements using coordinate 
measuring machines. The area of precision engineering not only contains measuring, but also 
developing and fabrication of precision machinery. 

The use of coordinate measuring machines ( CMM) in industry has expanded enormously the 
last years. The demands of industry for faster and more accurate machines have therefore increased 
also. A possible configuration of a coordinate measuring machine is given in figure 1.1. The 
machine can he programmed to move the probe to a specific point in the measurement volume. 
When the stylus of the probe contacts the work piece the coordinates of the machine axes (x,y,z) 
are read out. This way dirneusion of objects can he determined with high accuracy. The resolution 
of a CMM is normallyin the range of 0.2-1 J.LID The uncertainty is in the range of 0.5 J.Lm up to 
20 J.LID. Developments in technique require a better resolution and accuracy, of course also the 
prohing speed is of importance. Therefore research is being clone to improve the resolution and 
the possible measuring speed of the CMM. 

Figure 1.1: Schematical representation of a 3D coordinate measuring machine with the probe 
indicated with a P. 

One disadvantage of measuring with a CMM is that, to prevent damage to the work piece the 
probing force should he su:fficiently small. For a rigid prohing stylus containing a large mass a low 
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prohing force implies a low prohing speed. Another disadvantage is that during contact with the 
work piece the stylus of the probe will bend. This bending of the stylus can result in a measuring 
inaccuracy of the order of 0.1 f-Lm. Therefore prohing is clone at relatively low speed ( <10 mm/s). 
Probes with the possibility of measuring the stylus position do exist. Unfortunately these probes 
often contain large prohing masses. The result of these large prohing masses is that the stylus 
itself will bend. With increasing prohing speed the prohing force increases also and damage to the 
work piece is a result. 

To improve measuring speed and accuracy, a new probe has been developed by Van Vliet [16]. 
The prototype was designed for large prohing speeds up to 70 mmfs. Tests with a work piece made 
of aluminium showed no lossof accuracy compared to commercially available probe systems and 
no damage to the work piece. However, this prototype exhibits some imperfections concerning the 
mechanica! optical design which prevents this system to he used commercially. The assignment of 
this graduation was to re-develop the optical system of the probe. In the next section the probe 
developed by Van Vliet will he discussed to get an idea of the working of this probe along with 
its possible problems. 

1.1 Description of the present probe 

Bending of the stylus of the probe is a result of the inertia of the whole system. A possibility to 
reduce prohing forces on a work piece, while the CMM comes toa halt, is to reduce the mass of 
the prohing part. The mass of the prohing part can he reduced by allowing the stylus to move free 
in space. When this movement of the stylus can he measured, the exact position of the stylus-tip 
is known while prohing forces are reduced. A reduction of the prohing forces also allows higher 
measurement speed, while preventing damage to the work piece and probe. 

The probe system designed by Van Vliet [16] is basedon three triangulation measurements, 
through which the position and orientation of the stylus carrier can he measured contactless. The 
setup of the probe is drawn schematically in figure 1.2. Each triangulation measurement consists 
of three basic components: a light souree (L), a mirror (M) and a detector (D). The light souree 
and the detector are mounted on a rigid frame, while the mirrors are attached to the stylus carrier. 
This is clone to keep the mass of the prohing stylus as low as possible. As already mentioned a 
low prohing mass gives the advantage of being able to probe with higher speed while preventing 
damage to the work piece. 

D 

Figure 1.2: Schematical representation of the probe designed by Van Vliet. The diode laser (L), 
mirror (M) and detector (D) can be recognized. 
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The suspension with which the stylus carrier is attached to the probe house has been designed 
especially for this probe. It has been designed so that the measurement farces in the horizontal 
plane are equal for each prohing direction. In the design also the prohing force in vertical direction 
is kept as low as possible, in this direction the prohing force is approximately 20 times larger 
compared to the force in the horizontal plane. The result of a suspension with equal prohing 
farces in all directions are 6 degrees of freedom. The stylus carrier is attached to the suspension 
and is therefore a free body in space with 6 degrees of freedom. By measuring 6 independent 
parameters in space the position of the stylus carrier and thus the position of the rigid stylus 
can he determined. The information about the position of the stylus carrier is given by the 
displacements of the three reflected laser beams over the detector surfaces. The 6 parameters are 
measured by three Position Sensitive Detectors (PSD) of which each detector can measure two 
orthogonal translations. 

The light sourees are formed by three laser diodes, to prevent the presence of a heat souree in 
the probe the light from the laser diodes is coupled in to the probe head by use of optica! fibers. 
When single mode fibers are used a second advantage is that they can prevent higher order modes 
of the laser entering the system, which could forma disturbance to the signal on the detectors. 
As aresult of the use of fibers also the pointing stability is improved. Measurements by Van Vliet 
and Demirel ([16],[4]) showed a very poor pointing stability of the laser diodes, this means that the 
direction of the laser beam changes in time. The measurements also showed that the movements 
were to slow to middle out and to fast to neglect. 

1.1.1 lmperfections of the present probe 

Unfortunately the present prototype uses three different light sources. When one of the laser diodes 
fails it needs replacement, with this reptacement the optica! beam needs to he re-aligned properly. 
The poor failsafety of the present probe can be improved by using one laser diode in stead of 
three laser diodes. Consiclering the fact that the probe needs to he used commercially the use of 
one laser diode would be cheaper. Further the present probe uses three two-dimensional Position 
Sensitive Detectors (PSD's). The poor linearity of the used detectors demanded a calibration of 
each detector separately. After calibration a non-repeatable nonlinearity remained with a standard 
deviation of 0.23 J.Lm. There also appeared to be a problem when the probe head moved: the signals 
on the detectors also changed. This means that during the movement of the probe towards the 
work piece a change in signal was detected. Because the use of the probe in a coordinate measuring 
machine involves the movement of the probe head to a work piece this is a real problem. Al these 
imperfections should he considered when redesigning the probe. 

1.2 Task description 

In the previous section the design of the probe by Van Vliet was discussed. The assignment of this 
graduation was to design a new probe system for commercial use, while using the measurement 
principle of Van Vliet. The resolution of the tip should he at least 0.1 J.Lm and if possible even 
better. When prohing with high speed damage to the work piece should he prevented, therefore 
the prohing mass should he kept low. Because the probe should he used commercially the failsafety 
is an important factor and therefore the number of light sourees should he reduced. Also the use 
of detectors with a better linearity should be considered. If possible the new design should he 
made and tested. 

In the next chapter a number of possible different optical configurations are treated, also the 
best of these configurations is chosen to be examined in more detail. In the following chapter a 
specific part of the optica! configuration is discussed, namely the grating and the detectors. The 
use of a CCD-chip in stead of a PSD is discussed also. In chapter four the propagation of the 
laser beam through the optica! parts is discussed with the use of Gaussian opties. In chapter five 
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the optical configuration is simulated with use of a computer program and the resolution of this 
configuration is tested. In this chapter also the possibility to detect all different movements is 
discussed. Also the best possible configuration to he used is chosen. Chapter six discusses the 
influences of deviations in the form and alignment of different components on the uncertainty of 
the probe. Then in the last chapter the final design together with conclusions with respect to the 
quality of the probe and recommendations for further improvements are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Optica! configurations 

The optical configuration of the present probe uses three laser diodes as a light souree and these 
three beams are coupled in by means of optical fi.bers. The used optical fibers were single mode 
fibers (see section 4.4), an advantage of these fibers is that higher order modes generated by 
the laser are prevented from entering the optical system. Since the detectors determine the spot 
position with use of the spot shape a constant shape is to be preferred and higher order modes or 
speekles are to be excluded from the system. Therefore the use of fibers is a favorable option for 
the new design. One of the problems with the present probe was the poor failsafety as a result of 
the number of light sources, therefore it would be preferabie to use only one light source. To be 
able to use less laser diodes in the probe a way must be found to split one light beam into three 
or more light beams. Therefore a new optical system needs to be designed. Conditions to be met 
are a small optical configuration, with a small prohing mass, while maintaining large overtravel 
capacities. The overtravel capacity defines the length with which the stylus can be moved without 
darnaging the probe itself. To keep a low prohing mass it would be preferabie to keep the mirrors 
attached to the stylus and the detector and the light souree to the prohing house. In this chapter 
a number of possible optical configurations are discussed. 

There are a few possibilities to split a single light beam into three or more beams: 

• Use of beamsplitters 

• Use of a wollaston prism in combination with a beamsplitter 

• Three pinholes and an extracting prism 

• Phase grating 

• Triangular phase grating 

In the next sections these possibilities are discussed in more detail. 

2.1 U se of beamsplitters 

In this case, to get three laser beams two beamsplitters are used. Each beamsplitter is capable 
of dividing a laser beam into two beams and reflecting one part of the beam in one direction and 
transmitting another part. To get the preferabie three equidistant laser beams two beamsplitters 
along with four triangular shaped mirrors have to be used (see figure 2.1) 

This contiguration consists of six optical components made of glass or quartz which have to 
be placed stablein the probe head. Thermal expansion could disturb the progression of the three 
beams. The glass pieces form a construction with a height of approximately 30 mm, as a result the 
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Figure 2.1: Schematical drawing of possible option with two beamsplitters. 

space between the stylus carrier and this optical construction is limited. Therefore the consequence 
of this option is that the probe has very small overtravel capabilities, unless the size of the probe 
becomes very large [4). To prevent the small overtravel capacities a possible option is that the 
two mirrors at the bottorn are left out. The consequence of this are three beams in line. However 
for detection of 6 degrees of freedom the three beams need to be placed symmetrically around 
the center of the probe. To do this the construction needs to be placed out of the centre line 
and the two beamsplittets have to be placed in angle with each other. Therefore this is oot an 
optimal option. Further a small error in every optical part of this construction contributes to a 
total error in the direction of each of the three laser beams, which in turn contributes to an error 
in the measuring signal. Internal reflections also could forma disturbance in the actual measuring 
signal. Therefore this option will not be the fust choice for a new design of the probe. 

2.2 Use of a wollaston prism together with a beamsplitter 

A wollaston prism [6) splits a light beam into two plane-polarized components. lt is made of 
quartz or calcite cut at eertaio angles and cemented together at different angles. Each polarized 
component of the initial light beam is refracted at the boundary of the two prism parts. Since 
the polarization componentsof the beam, emerging from the laser, are already separated another 
optical component needs to be used to divide one of these components in the third beam. This 
component can be a beamsplitter. This option, schematically drawn in figure 2.2, appears to be 
an exotic example of the use of a wollaston prism. The advantage of this option compared to 
the option with the two beamsplitters is that only three optical components are used. Therefore 
the construction could be more stable. Another advantage is that the construction is not as large 
as the beamsplitter construction and therefore for the same probe size the overtravel capacity is 
larger. A disadvantage is that the three split-up beams are oot equal in intensity and do not have 
the same direction. This could cause a problem in the focussing of the beams and in the resulting 
mirror positions. 

The measurement volume of the probe is determined by the size and the resolution of the 
detectors. For a large measurement volume of the probe the smallest possible spot size is needed. 
However the spot size is limited by the fact that the detectors need a minimum intensity and have 
a maximum possible illumination. Therefore for differing intensities of the beams, they should 
be focussed separately. Therefore extra optical components (lenses) should be used, the profit 
gained when substituting one of the beamsplitters with a wollaston prism then disappears. To 
produce three spatially divided beams the beamsplitter should be placed at an angle relative to 
the wollaston prism. Since the allgument of the optical system is of great importance, this could 
forma problem. 

As already mentioned also the difference in augles of the emerging beams could form a problem. 
The augles depend on the length of the wollaston prism and the augles of the beamsplitter and 
mirror. The exact augles need to be known for the retrieval of the stylus position from the spot 
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Figure 2.2: Schematical representation of the configuration with use of a wollaston prism. Where 
I represents the initial light beam and I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are the three diffracted beams. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematical drawing of the configuration with pinholes and three different extracting 
prisms. Here I represents the initial lightbeam and I 1, I 2 and I 3 are the de.fracted beams. 

displacements on the detectors. 
Because of the problems with the alignment and because of the angles between the three 

emerging beams a different solution would be preferable. 

2.3 Three pinholes and an extracting prism 

This option consists of a light beam illuminating a plate with three small holes (pinholes) which 
allow part of the beam to pass through the plate. To prevent the three beams coming from the 
pinholes from interfering they need to be placed from each other at a distance large enough (large 
compared to the wavelength), but small enough to prevent the initial beam from becoming to 
large. Also the size of the holes may not be to small to prevent diffraction of the light beam. To 
measure six degrees of freedom the beams falling onto the mirrors need to be spaeed from each 
other. To accomplish this elistance an extracting prism can be used. Three possible prisms are 
shown in figure 2.3. 

As illustrated in the figure the direction of the three beams depends on the prism used to 
extract the three beams. The fust two options produce three beams which leave the prism in an 
angle with each other. In the lastoption the three refracted beams are still paralleltoeach other. 

To use three pinholes a very large laser beam is needed compared to the surface of the pinholes 
and a lot of power is transferred into heat. A heat souree in the probe causes the optical system 
to expand. Also the probe house could expand with a resulting deviation in the placement of 
the detectors. The expansion of the optical system can be different for the three beams and has 
its consequences in the accuracy of the probe. The extracting prism could also be a specially 
developed lens, consisting of three separate lenses build in one (see figure 2.4). 

The effect of the lens will work also on the spot size, for a large measuring volume we need 
the smallest possible spot. Consequence of this would be a lens especially designed for use in this 
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Figure 2.4: Schematical representation three lenses build in to one lens. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematical representation of the effect of a crossed grating. 

probe. For a commercial system this would not he preferable. 
Because of the heat souree and the character of light falling through small pinholes this option 

is not to he preferred. 

2.4 Phase grating 

A phase grating consists of a material with a spatial periodic structure formed by a varying 
thickness of the materiaL As a result of the occurring phase difference between parts of the beam 
passing though the thick layer of material and parts of the beam passing through the rest of the 
material interference after the grating results in different beams of maxima. Therefore it is able to 
split a single light beam into different beams with different directions. The advantage of a phase 
grating compared to a normal diffraction grating is that by changing the shape of the surface 
one can decide how many beams are transmitted. The intensity distribution can he predicted by 
theoretica! description. A disadvantage of this option is that a grating separates the incoming 
beam into several maxima in line. Therefore we need to construct a measuring principle which 
is able to measure the movements of the stylus in line. Another option is to use a crossed phase 
grating which separates the original beam into a grid of beams. An example of this is given in 
figure 2.5. 

Then a measuring principle needs to he constructed with an even number of detectors, because 
the orders of maxima are an even number ( except the zeroth order). An advantage of this option is 
the symmetry. Symmetry contributes toa less complicated mathematica! treatment, and therefore 
toa less complicated retrieval of the stylus tip position from the spot positions on the detector. 

2.5 Triangular phase grating 

To produce only three diffracted laser beams the idea could originate to use a triangular shaped 
phase grating. This idea to use a grating in which the holes are placed in a triangular shape is 
interesting, but from the theory of gratings one can see that only symmetrically shaped interference 
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patterns consist. By placing triangular shaped holes together one gets the symmetry of a hexagon 
as is shown in figure 2.6. The resulting placement of the maxima are shown in figure 2. 7 originating 
from the Handhook of optical holography [3]. 

Figure 2.6: The global grid on a triangular shaped grating. 

Figure 2.7: Diffraction pattem of the triangular shaped grating which is schematically presented 
in figure 2. 6. 

2.6 The new configuration 

The possible options for new optical designs presented in this chapter are all based on the use 
of one light souree coupled into the probe vertically. The consequence of this is that the vertical 
lengthof the probe head needs to become a little larger compared to the probe developed by Van 
Vliet [16]. Since the change of the size is in the orders of 10 mm this is acceptable. 

What needs to be decided fust is the configuration to be used in the new design. Practically the 
option with the phase gratingis the most preferable, therefore this option will be discussed further. 
Second a decision has to be made which of the two options is the best, the one-dimensional phase 
grating or the crossed phase grating. Because the measurement principle should remain the same: 
six degrees of freedom measured with three spatially divided beams, the option of the crossed 
diffraction gratingis chosen. The crossed grating produces four beams (fust order of maximum), 
the fourth beam can be used for a control sequence or for extra information. Then we should 
design a new construction adjusted to the new situation where there are four beams available. A 
possible configuration is given in figure 2.8. 

In this configuration the grating is shown, along with the deviated beams after passing the 
grating. From the next chapter it will become clear that to do this a phase grating is needed. The 
accuracy and resolution of this configuration depend on the exact position of the components. To 
get the best possible accuracy from the detectors the light spots should be focussed on the surface 
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Figure 2.8: Schematical drawing of a possible optical probe configuration with a phasegrating. 

of these detectors. To do this, a lens can be used. The position of the lens depends on the length 
of the optica! path. Therefore the optica! path design has to be considered in detail. The angle 
of the mirrors with the vertical a.xis can be changed to imprave the sensitivity. Another practical 
detail that should be considered is the positioning of the detectors. By this positioning not only 
the distance between the mirror and the detectors is meant, but also the vertical placement. It 
should be clear that the detectors must be placed above the suspension of the pro he, otherwise the 
practical construction of the probe would become a problem. Also it can be observed in the figure 
that the resolution of the detectors can be increased by putting them in an oblique angle with the 
intersecting light beam. In the next chapter the grating and detectors for this configuration are 
discussed in more detail. 
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Chapter 3 

Optica! components 

In the previous chapter the configuration to be used in the new probe was chosen. This configu
ration uses a phase grating to separate the initial beam. Therefore in this chapter the working of 
the grating will be discussed. Also the use of CCD-chips insteadof position sensitive detectors is 
discussed. 

3.1 Gratings 

As mentioned in chapter 2 a grating can be used to divide a laser beam into several coherent light 
beams. Gratings are used in a wide range of optica! constructions, for example in CD-players 
a special shaped grating is used to focus the reflected laser beam coming from the CD onto the 
detector. But also in spectographs a grating is used. A diffraction grating consists of a spatial 
periodic structure of which the interval is comparable to the optical wavelength. A light wave 
travelling through a grating is divided in a number of maxima and minima. The directions of the 
maxima are given by the next equation [13]: 

dsinB = mÀ, m = 0,±1,±2, ... (3.1) 

in which d is the grating constant, B the diffraction angle, m the order of maximum and À the 
optica! wavelength of the used light ( see figure 3.1). 

~ 
I 

Figure 3.1: Diffraction of a beam travelling through a grating. 

There are several kinds of gratings like transmitting and reflecting gratings as well as amplitude 
and phase gratings. Amplitude gratings spatially modulate the amplitude while phase gratings 
modulate the phase of the incident light. By choosing the correct phase modulation it is possible 
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to omit the principle (Oth) order of maximum. Therefore the phase grating is used in the new 
optical construction. 

3.1.1 Mathematica! description of diffraction by a grating 

As already mentioned it is possible to omit certain maxima by choosing a correct phase modulation. 
In the new construction at least three beams are needed. However the working of the grating is 
symmetrical, and to have at least three beams with equal intensity always a fourth is formed. They 
can be formed by the fust orders of maximum of a crossed phase grating so all even numbers of 
maximum should be omitted and odd uumbers need to be transmitted. Also it would be preferabie 
to have most intensity in the fust order and little in all other odd orders of maximum. In order 
to establish the conditions of the phase grating which will possess these features, in this section 
the mathematica! description of diffraction by a grating will be discussed. 

For the working of the grating we restriet ourselves to the far field zone and Fraunhofer diffrac
tion will be discussed. According to [1], Fraunhofer diffraction by a grating can bedescribed with 
the use of Fourier theory. The original distribution of the field amplitude eo(x) can be Fourier 
transformed toa spatial speetral amplitude eo(kx) dependent on the spatial frequency kx. These 
Fourier components are transformed separately by the transmission function of the grating. Af
ter passing the grating this spatial speetral amplitude can be used to determine the intensity 
distribution I(x) after the grating. The formula for spatial speetral amplitudes is given by: 

with eo(x) = eoT(x) (3.2) 

In which e0 is the dis tribution of the field in front of the grating and T( x) the transmission function 
of the grating. The intensity distribution is given by: 

c 1 2 
I(kx) = S1r )..b leo(kx)l with kx = k sin() (3.3) 

where b is the distance between grating and observation point, c is the velocity of light and ).. is 
the wavelength of the used light. kx is the spatial frequency and () is the angle of light travelling 
from the grating. The coordinates and angles used in the calculation of the intensity distribution 
are given in figure 3'.2. 

--
-

grating 

I 
I 
I 

plane of 
observotion 

Figure 3.2: Representation of the spatial frequency. 

The intensity of the incident wave is defined as: 

(3.4) 

So when T(x) is known the intensity distribution as a function of the intensity of the incident 
wave / 0 can be calculated (For a detailed description of this calculation see appendix A). 
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The transmission function T(x) depends on the periodic structure of the grating and can be 
described mathematically as follows: 

Q-1 

T(x) = L t(x- qd) 
q=O 

with t(x) = { ~1 !x! ::; ~ d 0 ±1 ±2 !x! > ~ an q = , , , ... (3.5) 

Heredis the grating constant as shown in figure 3.2, q represents the number of the slit of which 
l is the width and Q is the total number of illuminated slits. In a phase grating a slit is defined 
as one thin part of the grating. This transmission function can he split up in two transmission 
functions according to the following formula: 

T(x) = T1(x) + T2(x) 
Q-1 

with t1(x) = { ~ !x! ::; t T1(x) = L tr(x- qd) and q = 0, 1, 2, ... (3.6) 
q=O !x!> 2 

Q-1 

with t1(x) = { ~ 1 !x! ::; ~ T2(x) L t2(x- qd) andq=0,-1,-2, ... 
q=O !x!> 2 

The splitting of the transmission function is schematically represented in figure 3.3. 

Tl (x) T2(x) T(x} 

+·-=rtc--=ffb 
Figure 3.3: Schematical representation of the summation of two transmission .functions. 

Filling this transmission function in to equation 3. 2 results into the following formula for the 
spatial speetral amplitude. 

Changing of the Sigma operator and the integral produces the following formula: 

Q-1 00 L eoeikxqd 1 h (x - qd)eik,.,(x-qd) d(x - qd) 
q=O -oo 

Q-1 00 

+ ~ eoeikxqd j_oo t2(x- qd)eikx(x-qd)d(x- qd) (3.8) 

Here use has been made of the fact that integrating over x is equal to integrating over x minus a 
constant number. In this formula it can he seen that the equation after the sign of the integral is 
a Fourier transformation. Now the reasou for splitting the transmission function into two separate 
transmission functions becomes clear. The fust integral represents a Fourier transformation of a 
block function, the second integral represents a transformation of a block function, but reversed 
in sign and transferred over a distance ~- With use of the standard Fourier transformation of a 
block function and calculation rules these two integrals can he calculated. Using the following 
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formula for the square of the sum of a finite geometrical progression (see appendix A), 

(3.9) 

the square of the formula for the spatial speetral amplitude becomes: 

(3.10) 

where sinc(x) = sinjx}. After substitution this formula into equation 3.3 and rewriting the equa
tion, the formula for the intensity distribution as a function of the diffraction angle is: 

2l2 
• 1 . ( 1 ) [sin( lQdk sin 0)] 

2 

I(O)=Io,bsmc2
(-
2

klsm0) 1-cos(-
2

klsin0) . ( 1 . ) 
" sm ·2dksm0 

(3.11) 

The resulting intensity distribution at a distance of 57 mm (b) and for a wavelengthof 670 nm, 
total of 60 illuminated slits (Q), a grating constant of 4.72 f..Lm and a slit width equal to half the 
grating constant is shown in figure 3.4. Here can be seen that for eertaio values of (} a maximum 
in intensity originates. This value of (} corresponds with the diffraction angle of the grating 
presented in formula 3.1. As was mentioned befare with a phase grating it is possible to omit 
eertaio numbers of maxima. To determine which orders are omitted equation 3.11 is rewritten 
to the intensity distribution of the maxima with the use of formula 3.1. Reminding the fact that 
in the transmission nmction it is assumed that the width of the slit is half the grating constant 
(l = ~d) this becomes: 

2l
2 

. 2 1 ( 1 ) [sin(Qm1r)] 
2 

I= Io .Xb smc (2 m1r) 1- cos(2m7r) sin(m1r) (3.12) 

Here the wave number k has been substituted by 2{ .For integer numbers of m (the numbers of 
maxima) the last term is represented by Q2 • In this intensity distribution it is easier to see that 
the odd maxima are transmitted while the even orders are omitted. For even m will cause the 
term (1- cos(~m1r)) to become zero. Therefore the intensity also becomes zero for even orders 
of maximum. 

3.1.2 Diffraction by a two dimensional grating 

The formulas given in the previous section are derived for a one dimensional grating. A one 
dimensional grating produces the maxima in line. For the application of a grating in the probe 4 
laser beams are needed which are placed on the corners of a square. Therefore a two dimensional 
grating can be used, this is a combination of two gratings with their grooves placed perpendicular 
on top of each other. The formulas fora two dimensional grating can be found by multiplying the 
formulas for two independent one dimensional gratings. By doing this the result becomes: 

{3.13) 

Then the intensity distribution becomes: 

(3.14) 

The coordinates and augles used are schematically given in figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.4: Intensity distribution of a phase grating as a function of the angle. The results are 
calculated for a total of Q=60 slits illuminated, for a wavelength of 610 nm, a grating constant 
d=4.12 p.m and l=0.5 d. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematical representation of the coordinates used to describe diffraction of a grating. 

Gomparing formula 3.13 with formula 3.2 shows that the former one is aresult from multiplying 
the latter one by itself, only with different coordinates. So the solution for the intensity distribution 
is a multiplication of two intensity distributions in a one dimensional grating, but with different 
coordinates. The result of this multiplication for the intensity profile is: 

= ~~~~~ F1F2 ( 1 -cos( ~kl1 sin B)) ( 1 - cos( ~kl2 sin 1P)) 
I 
Io 

. 2(1 . B) [sin(~Qd1ksinB)]
2 

= smc -khsm 
2 sin( ~d1 k sin B) 

(3.15) 

. 2 (1 . ) [sin(~Nd2ksin'f/;)]
2 

smc -kl2 sm 1P 
2 sin( ~d2k sin 1P) 

For values of () and 1P for which the terms sin( ~d1 k sin B) and sin( ~d2k sin '1/J) become zero the 
last expressions of F1 and F2 can be substituted from Q2 and N 2• From this formula it can be 
seen that the intensity distribution for two equal crossed gratings results in a two dimensional 
crossed structure where the even orders of maximum are omitted and where the first orders of 
maximum are placed on the corners of a square. Figure 3.6 represents the intensity distribution 
of a square light beam which illuminates 60 grooves of the phase grating. Here the assumption is 
made that the crossed grating has equal qualities in x and y directions. From this figure it can 
also be seen that the intensity of the first order of maximum is large compared to the other orders 
of maximum. 
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Figure 3.6: Intensity profile of a beam that passed a two dimensional phasegrating. 

3.1.3 The structure of the phase grating 

In order to manufacture the grating in such a way that the transmission function will become 
the one given in formula (3.5) a structure has to be made on the phase grating. The principal 
order disappears as a result of negative interference, this involves creating a phase difference of 1r 

between parts of the electromagnetic field emerging from the grating. From Maxwells theory we 
know that the electromagnetic field propagates according to the next formula: 

E ,..., Eoei(kz-wt) = Eoei( 2{ nz-wt) (3.16) 

In which the relation k = 2~n has been used, with n representing the refractive index of the 
medium through which the light wave propagates, À represents the wavelength of the light wave 
and w is the angular frequency of the light wave. As already mentioned we want to create a phase 
difference between parts of the electromagnetic field in such a way that all even orders are omitted. 
One way to do this is varying the thickness of the grating in the way as is schematically given in 
figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of the profiel on the phasegrating. 

Because all even orders have to he prevented from appearing, the phase difference between a 
light wave going through the grating part with thickness z + ~z and a light wave going through 
the part with thickness z should be 7r. This because é1f = -1 (see [2]). Therefore the two different 
waves become the inverse of each other and interference causes them to destruct each other at 
some points as can he seen in formula 3.15. Knowing this the next equation can be extracted from 
formula 3.16: 
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(3.17) 

Solving this equation for D.z we get: 

(3.18) 

Knowing the refractive index from the grating material and the wavelength of the used light the 
phase grating can be constructed. Normally transmitting phase gratings are made of quartz, with 
a refractive index of 1.4560. The used wavelength is 670 nm, therefore the varying thickness b..z 
needs to be 733 nm. 

3.1.4 Stability of the grating 

To be able to get a measurement resolution of the stylus tip of 0.1 J.Lm a very stabie construction 
is needed. To prevent the laser beams from drifting during measurement, the grating along with 
all other components should remain stable. This means that the spot position on the detector 
may not drift more than the resolution of the detector during measurements. As will be shown 
later in this chapter the resolution of the detectors to be used is 0.06 J.Lm. For an optical distance 
of 50 mm this means that the diffraction angle is allowed to change 1.2 J.Lrad. 

One of the effects of a changing temperature is expansion of the grating, therefore the effect of 
thermal expansion of the grating on the dimensional measurement capabilities will be discussed. 

Thermal expansion 

When the temperature of the probe house changes, the size of the grating also changes. According 
to [14] the linear expansion of solids is given by: 

D.l = laD.T (3.19) 

Where l is the length of the material expanding and a is the linear expansion coefficient. Replacing 
l by d and substituting in to formula 3.1 (see Appendix B) the next formula is obtained: 

= D.T 
(3.20) 

with m representing once again the number of maximum, d the grating constant, À the wavelength 
of the used light and () the diffraction angle. The last equation is aresult of the fact that for small 
angles sin()~ () and cos()~ 1- e. 

A numerical example: 
Q = 0.25 . w-6 * for quartz 
À=668nm 
() = 8° = 0.142rad 
d = 4.72 J.Lm 

These numbers give ~~ = -3.54 · w-8 r~d. Since the distance from the grating until the 
detector is approximately 50 mm this would result in a displacement on the detector of 31 pm. 
This displacement is small compared to 0.06 J.Lm and can be neglected. 
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Figure 3.8: Intensity distribution of a diffraction grating with six slits illuminated. 
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Figure 3.9: Intensity distribution of a diffractiongrating with 20 slits illuminated. 

3.1.5 The spot size after the grating 

As already mentioned phase gratings split a light beam into a number of separated beams. To 
prevent saturation of the detectors, the spot size of these beams may not be to large. The allowed 
spot size will be calculated in section 3.2. The spot size of the orders of maximum are dependent on 
the number of illuminated slits. For the used phase grating the difference between the illumination 
of six slits and twenty slits can be seen in figures 3.8 and 3.9. 

In books on opties (for example [1]) the angular width of maxima coming out of a gratingis 
approximated by the following formula: 

À À 
6.8~-=-

D Md 
(3.21) 

Where À is the wavelength of the used light, D is the aperture of the total beam. This can be 
represented by the number of slits illuminated (M) times the grating constant (d). In figure 3.10 
the spot diameter resulting from a certain angular width can be seen. 

The resulting spot diameter is calculated with the next formula: 

ó.z = x { tan( () + 6.()) - tan( () - 6.8)} (3.22) 

Where 8 is the diffraction angle of the grating, 6.8 is the angular width of the maximum and x is 
the distance between the grating and the observation plane. 
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Figure 3.10: Schematical representation of the angular width of a maximum and the resulting 
spotdiameter. 

Number of illuminated slits 

The number of illuminated slits (Q) is defined in one directionfora square on the grating. The 
light beam which is used has an approximate circular shaped spot. 

Figure 3.11: Two ways· of determining the number of iluminated slits. 

Two ways of determining the number of illuminated slits are shown in figure 3.11. The fust 
way is to place the square grid inside the circular light beam, the number of illuminated slits is 
then given by the next formula: 

11"::2 
Q =2-V_2'

d 
(3.23) 

Where r is the radius of the incident light beam and d is the grating constant. The second option 
is to place the square grid over the circular light beam, this option determines the number of 
illuminated slits according to: 

M=2: 
d 

(3.24) 

With a spot radius of 200 J-Lm and a grating constant of 4.72 J-Lffi the first option gives: M=60, 
and the second option gives: M=84 
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Example 

For M = 60 the angulax width of the maximum can be determined to be !:!..() = 41.29 J.Lrad. Since 
À = 670 nm and d = 4. 72 J.Lm. The distance from the grating to the detector (x) is approximately 
58 mm and therefore the width of the maximum is 4.88 J.Lm. 

What happens when the distance between the grating and the observation plane ( the detector) 
changes as a result of a movement from the stylus? This question is very important because the 
linearity of the detectors is very poor. When the spot size changes as a result of the change in 
distance between detector and gratin the accuracy may not chan e. 

distance in mm 56 58 60 
spot size according to formula 3.21 in J.Lm 4.716 4.884 5.053 

The change in spot size when the distance varies 2 mm is 0.17 J.Lm. 
For M = 84 the angular width of the maximum can be determined to be !:!..() = 29.49 J.Lrad. 

The resulting spot size chan es for different distances between the grating and detector are: 
distance ( mm) 56 58 60 
spot size according to formula 3.21 in J.Lm 3.369 3.489 3.609 

The change in spot size fora distance vaxiation of 2 mm is 0.12 J.Lm. 
For the mean number of spots illuminated (M = 72) the width of the maximum is determined 

on !:!..() = 34.41 J.Lrad. The resulting displacements for varyin distauces are: 
distance (mm) 56 58 60 

The change in spot size for a distance vaxiation of 2 mm is 0.14 J.Lm. 
The calculated spot sizes axe to small for the detector. However this calculation is only for the 

far field (z » zR)· In the case of the probe it will become clear later that for the calculation of 
the spot size the near field theory should be used. This will be done in chapter 4. The calculation 
of the spot size was also based on geometrical opties. However in the probe the beam propagation 
should be calculated with the use of Gaussian opties. 

3.2 Detectors 

An important part of the optical construction apart from the grating is the kind of detectors 
which are used. In the present prototype two dimensional Position Sensitive Detectors (PSD's) 
from Sitek (2L4SP) are used. The linearity of these detectors, according to the manufacturers 
specification is 0.3 %. After calibration of the detectors a non-repeatable non-lineaxity of 0.03 % 
is found (16]. An alternative could be formed by a CCD-chip. In the following subsections the 
working of a PSD and use àf CCD-chips insteadof PSD's is considered in more detail. 

3.2.1 Position Sensitive Detectors 

As already mentioned, in the present prototype of the probe Position Sensitive Detectors axe used 
to detect a movement of the laser beam as a result of the movement of the stylus. In the following 
part of this subsection the specifications needed for the redesign of the optical system are discussed, 
for a more detailed description of the PSD's see (16]. A schematic representation of a position 
sensitive detector is given in figure 3.12. Light falling on the detector will generatea photocurrent 
(lp) by means of the photo electric effect. Depending on the distribution of the input current (Jc1 

and Ic2 ) the y-coordinate of the incident light beam is known. Depending on the distribution of 
the output current (Ja1 and Ia2) the x-coordinate of the incident light beam is known. 

Required power 

The electranies used to read out the Position Sensitive Devices use a 16 bit conversion (see (16]). 
The smallest possible displacement on the detector that can he measured on a PSD with a length 
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Figure 3.12: Schematical drawing of the principles of a PSD. 

of 4 mm then becomes: 

4-10-3 -6 
216 = 0.06 x 10 (3.25) 

This corresponds with a resolution of 15 ppm (parts per million). The theoretica! and highest 
achievable resolution (Res) of a PSD is influenced by shot noise and thermal (Nyquist) noise and 
is given by the next formula (see [9]): 

J4k"JB + 2qlphB 
Res = ~--~--

I ph 
(3.26) 

In this formula q represents the elementary charge of an electron, kB is the Boltzmann constant, B 
is the bandwidth, lvh is the photocurrent, Ris the resistance and T is the absolute temperature. 
From this formula it can be seen that a lower bandwidth and a higher photocurrent improve the 
resolution of the detector. To calculate the necessary photocurrent, given a specified resolution 
and a bandwidth, this formula can be rewritten with use of the ABC formula: 

2qB ± J 4q2 B 2 + 16Res2 k~B 
lph = 2Res2 (3.27) 

Because the expression beneath the root sign is always bigger than 2qB the minus sign results 
in a negative photocurrent. Physically this is not possible, therefore only the formula with the 
positive sign is used. 

Given following numbers: 
q = 1.6. w-19C 
k = 1.38 . w-23 ft 
T = 292.5K 
B =50kHz 
Res = 1.5 · 10-5 

R = 10H2 (typically) 
Of which the bandwidth is defined by the PSD processing board. With these numbers equation 

3.27 gives a photocurrent of 75.8 J,LA. The required power for the detectors is given by: 

(3.28) 

Where SR>. is the speetral response [ ~ ] depending on the used wavelength. For a wavelength of 
670 nm this number is 0.44 ~. The required power for the PSD is now 172 J.L W. 
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Minimum allowed spot size 

An important feature of Position Sensitive Devices is that they can get saturated when the local 
intensity becomes to large. The optical power becomes to high and accuracy is lost. To prevent 
saturation, or even damage to the PSD, the spot must not become to small. The maximum power 
allowed in the position sensitive devices used is 30.000 W /m2 • The surface of a circular spot is: 

(3.29) 

where d is the diameter of the circular spot. The minimum diameter of a circular spot using the 
minimum power criterium becomes: 

d-~ V 3ü.ö()(); (3.30) 

Here Po is the optical power of the laser beam. As is shown in the previous section the minimum 
required power is 172 J-LW. A frequently used power of the laser beam is 1 mW, this is a safe 
optical power for the eyes and large enough for the resolution of the probe. The minimal allowed 
spot size then becomes: 103 J-LID. So when designing the optical path this smallest spot size should 
be taken into account. 

Sampling rate 

When the probe which moves with a certain speed coincides with the work piece the machine 
has to come to a stop befare darnaging the work piece or the probe itself. Therefore the detector 
must be able to detect the resulting displacement within a certain period of time. The detector 
designed by Van Vliet was designed to measure with a prohing speed of 70 mm/s. The length 
from the centre of rotation to the mirror was 5 mm, the length from the centre of rotation to the 
detector was 20 mm. Therefore the magnification factor was 4 and the resulting movement of the 
light beam on the detector was 300 mmfs. 

The maximum sampling rate is given by the next formula. 

l
. minimum required resolution 

samp mg rate = --.,-------=--------
speed of light spot on detector surface 

(3.31) 

Given a minimum required resolution of 0.06 f-LID and the speed of light spot on the detector 
to be 300 mm/s the minimum sampling rate is calculated to be 0.2 J-LS. The PSD's used in the 
prototype are just capable of sampling with this rate. 

3.2.2 CCD-chip 

A disadvantage of the PSD's is the poor linearity, therefore the option of using a CCD-chip 
is considered. A CCD-chip consists of a surface composed of single pixels. The displacement 
of a single pixel could cause a mistake in reading out the data. With current technology the 
displacement of single pixels can be reduced to zero. The CCD-chip is read out by pixel line. 
Therefore the linearity of the CCD-chip is much better compared to the linearity of a PSD. 
According to Van Vliet the minimum resolution of the PSD (sitek 2L4SP) was 0.06 J-LID after 
passing the electranies of the system. At this moment the smallest pixel size of CCD-chips is 
about 7 J-LID by 7 J-LID by means of subpixeling a theoretica! resolution of 0.07 J-Lm can be achieved. 
This is only a little larger compared to the resolution of a PSD. Another important aspect of the 
detectors is the sampling rate. In table 3.2.2 the specifications are given of two CCD-chips. 

Device Pixels !mager size Pixel size Data rate Sampling rate 
(H x V) (H x V mm) (H x V J-Lm) (MHz) (s) 

KAF-0400(L) 768 x 512 6.9 x 4.6 9.0 x 9.0 20 0.0197 
KAF-1400 1340 x 1037 8.98 x 7.04 6.8 x 6.8 20 0.0695 
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These sampling rates imply a maximum transversal movement of the spot of 0.355 mm/s for 
the fust and 0.101 rnrn/s for the second ccd-chip. Remembering that the speed of the probe is 
slower than the transversal spot movement the possible prohing speed is to slow. From this table 
it can be concluded that the sampling rate is not small enough for use in the probe. Therefore a 
PSD is chosen to be used in the new probe. 
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Chapter 4 

Beam propagation 

To besure that the grating works as developed and to prevent the detector from being damaged 
or saturated several requirements are made to the beam propagation. The theory of the grating 
assumes a planar wave front on the grating. The laser beam emerging from the optical fiber has 
a great divergence, therefore a lens is needed to reshape this beam into a parallel beam. From 
the Gaussian beam theory it can heseen that a planar wave front only exists in a small part of 
the laser beam. Therefore to design an appropriate optical path for the probe Gaussian beam 
opties have to be considered. Therefore in this section attention is paid to the propagation of a 
beam through an optical system. The propagation is described according to the matrix formalism. 
Further the best design for the optical path is chosen which is going to be used for the probe. As 
already mentioned in subsection 3.1.5 for the probe the spot size of the maximum is determined 
by the near field distribution. In this chapter will be shown that this distribution depends on the 
gaussian beam shape of the initial beam. 

4.1 The waist 

A laser beam is characterized by a great coherence and a small divergence, to produce such a beam 
a light souree is placed within a cavity. A stabie cavity consists of two curved mirrors with high 
reftection coefficients. As light bounces back and forward between the two mirrors it develops a 
standing wave between the mirrors. At this moment diode lasers are used as a light souree for the 
probe. In diode lasers the 'mirrors 'are formed by the cleaved sicles of the material. As a result of 
the changing refracting index at these boundaries approximately 30% of the light is reftected back 
into the diode, enough for a correct working. The shape of the standing wave formed between the 
mirrors in direction of propagation is schematically drawn in figure 4.1. 

mirror 
(100%) 

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of a standing wave in a laser cavity. 
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In this figure it can be seen that the standing wave has a smallest diameter. The radius of 
the beam in this place is called the waist wo. The waist is the only place where a planar wave 
front exists. The propagation of the laser beam is characterized by an increasing beam radius. 
According to [13] this changing beam radius can be expressed as: 

(4.1) 

Wh ere w0 is the waist of the laser, À is the wavelength of the beam and z is the distance from the 
waist in the direction of propagation. The distance over which the surface of the beam becomes 
twice as large as in the waist is called the Rayleigh range. The Rayleigh range can be expressed 
as: 

(4.2) 

So the Rayleigh range is a criterion for the change of the beam radius in the direction of prop
agation. A beam with small Rayleigh range has larger divergence and a beam with larger 
Rayleighrange changes only a little in radius during propagation. A change in optica! path length 
for a beam with large Rayleigh range shall have less effect on the beam radius compared to a 
change in path length fora beam with small Rayleighlength. As can beseen later in this chapter, 
this is an important criterium in the probe. 

4. 2 The complex radius of curvature 

The divergence of a beam emerging from a cavity or a waveguide like an optical fiber depends on 
the form of the waveguide and cavity. A beam emerging from a diode laser or a waveguide is an 
example of a laser souree with large divergence. To prevent the laser beam from diverging fast, a 
lens is placed bebind the diode or fiber. The wave propagation through the lens can bedescribed 
by para.xial opties. One way to do this is by using the matrix method of [13]. In this formalism 
an arbitrary optical system is defined by the overall system matrix (see figure 4.2): 

M-[A B] - C D (4.3) 

This matrix is formed by multiplication of the matrices of the separate optica! components of 

R1 R2 

Figure 4. 2: Schematical representation of a spherical wave through an arbitrary optical system. 

the system. For the matrix representation of specific components see [13]. An incident ray with 
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parameters (y1, al) representing the transversal distance from the optical axis y1 of the intersection 
point and the angle of incidence a 1 incident on this optical system will emerge from the system 
with parameters (y2, a2) according to the next formula. 

Then with use of formula 4.3 and the radius of curvature of a spherical wave defined by: 

the radius of curvature for the emerging wave becomes: 

R _ AR1 +B 
2

- CR1 +D 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

The great advantage of using the matrix representation lies in the fact that we can use this 
method also with Gaussian beams. Except that we have to use the complex radius of curvature 
in stead of the normal radius of curvature. The complex radius of curvature is defined as: 

1 1 . ~ 
-- = -- - t--::-:--:-
q(z) R(z) 1rw2 (z) 

(4.7) 

In which R is the radius of curvature of the wave front and w is the radius of the spot. Equation 
4.6 now becomes: 

(4.8) 

This equation relates the outgoing beam parameter q2 to the parameter q1 for an arbitrary optical 
system with matrix elements A, B, C and D. Now it is known how a complex radius of curvature 
is changed by an optical system this equation can be solved for a beam passing through a lens. 

4.3 Beam propagation through a lens 

A Gaussian beam passing through a lens will reshape and form a new waist at the other side of 
the lens. This is shown in figure 4.3. The matrix representation of the optical system shown in 
this figure is given by: 

(4.9) 

In this formula the third matrix represents a displacement of the beam over a distance z1 , the 
second matrix represents a thin lens and the first matrix again represents a displacement, now 
over a distance of z2 . To calculate the resultant matrix we multiply these matrices in the inverse 
order of the light beam passing the optical system. Now by using formula 4.8 and by realizing 
that at the place of the waist the radius of curvature goes to infinity this equation can be solved 
separately for the complex and real parts. And thus the size and the place of the waist of the 
beam after the lens become: 
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(4.10) 

and: 

(4.11) 

Figure 4.3: Schematical representation of a gaussian beam passing a lens. 

4.4 Single mode fibers 

To prevent higher order transverse modes of the laser from disturbing the detector signal a single 
mode fiber can be used to couple the laser beam in to the probe. A single mode fiber differs 
from a multimode fiber in the fact that only one mode of the laser (TEM00 ) is transmitted by 
the fiber. A fiber is constructed from a core which is made of glass with a certain refractive index 
and a cladding with a different refractive index. Outside the cladding the fiber is protected with 
a synthetic materiaL At the boundary of the core with the cladding the difference in refractive 
index produces internal refraction of the light. A schematic representation of the fiber along with 
a light beam propagating through it is shown in figure 4.4. 

The spot size is a term used to describe the diameter of the fundamental mode in a single 
mode fiber. At wavelengths longer than the cutoff wavelength the spot size is larger than the core 
diameter. At his moment waveguide dispersion takes place. 

The spot size can be characterized by the next formula (see [5]). 

Figure 4.4: Schematical representation of an optical fiber and a light beam propagating through it. 
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1.619 2.879 
wo = a(0.65 + V 312 + """""V6) 

with a the core radius of the single mode fiber and V the normalized frequency, defined as: 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where n 1 and n2 are the refractive indices of respectively the core and the cladding and NA is the 
numerical aperture of the fiber. The condition for single mode operation is: 

V< 2.405 (4.14) 

Then from equation 4.13 the cutoff wavelength can he defined as: 

(4.15) 

Below this wavelength more modes may he guided. For single mode fibers the numerical aperture 
is commonly 0.1. So if we want to use a wavelength of 670 nm then the radius of the core must 
he smaller than 2.6 J..Lm. Fortheuse in the probe system a single mode fiber (V:::;2.405) was taken 
with a core radius of 2 f.Lm and thus according to formula 4.12 with a waist of 2 f.Lm 

The optical system to he developed therefore has an initial waist of 2 J..Lm. 

4. 5 The size of the spot 

As already mentioned in chapter 3 the size of the spot is determined by the number of slits 
illuminated. In the far field this size can he calculated with the use of formula 3.21. However 
in the case of optica! path design the far field is defined as a distance large compared to the 
Rayleighlength: 

Z » ZR (4.16) 

As shall become clear later in this chapter the Rayleighlength of the probe is approximately 200 
mm. The distance between the grating and the detector is approximately 60 mm. Since the far 
field lies a distance greater than 200 mm, and the distance in the probe is only 60 mm, the spot 
size is determined by the near field intensity distri bution of the grating. This distribution is given 
in figure 4.5. 

Now it is known that the size of the spot coming from the grating is determined by the gaussian 
beam shape, an optical path can he designed. 

4.6 The optical configuration of the probe 

Since the behavior of a gaussian beam is known, and the way it propagates through an optical 
system, it is possible to develop the optical system of the probe. As already mentioned in section 
4.4 a single mode fiber is used to couple the laser beam into the probe. The light emitted by 
the fiber is largely divergent (see figure 4.6), to prevent a large amount of light spread out in the 
probe house a lens has to be used to make an approximately parallel beam before going through 
the grating. 

There are two conditions to he satisfied, namely the beam going through the grating has to 
be approximately planar to let the grating work as designed and the beam has to be focussed on 
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Figure 4.5: Near field distribution of the first orders of maximum coming .from the grating. 

2Wo 

Figure 4.6: Divergence of a beam coming out a single mode fiber. 

the detector at a distance z from the grating. This point of focus at the detector may not he to 
small, to prevent the detector from becoming saturated. A possibility to do this is to use one lens 
to make the beam parallel and another lens to focus the beam. Two possible configurations to 
realize this are drawn in figure 4. 7 and figure 4.8. The fust has a lens in front and a lens after the 
grating. The secoud one uses a beam expander before the grating. Now there are two possible 
options for the optical design of the probe. What remains is to select the right configuration for 
the probe. 

grating z 

-----l~ z.3 

fiber 

Figure 4.7: Schematical representation of the optica[ path design with a lens in front and a lens 
ajter the grating. 

Aberrations of lenses depend on the aperture of light striking the lens. Taken the possible 
aberrations into account it would be best to have a small beam crossing the lenses. This would 
plead for the secoud option with the beam expander. Unfortunately from the theory of a beam 
expander it can be seen that (see [13]): 

(4.17) 
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Figure 4.8: Schematical representation of the optical path design with a beamexpander. 

As already mentioned in section 4.4 the waist emerging from the fiber is approximately 2 f..LID and 
as we have seen in section 3.2 the beam radius at the detector should he at least 103 f..Lill. For 
safety reasous a radius of 200 f..Lm is chosen. This results in a focal distance h = 100 fl. The 
beam expander is based on the assumption that the distance between the two lenses equals the 
sum of both focal distances. Then when we would piek f1 = 1 mm the distance between the two 
lenses should be 101 mm! This is far to large for our application and therefore in the next section 
the other option shall he discussed. 

4. 7 Choice of components 

To see whether the fust configuration (figure 4. 7) is a possibility, the possible focal lengths and 
the places of the lenses are determined. The waist at the detector is prescribed by the kind of 
detector used, a PSD. A smaller spot size gives more accuracy and a larger measurement range. 
As was shown in section 3.2 the waist of the focussed beam on the detector needs to be larger 
than 103 f..Lm. As already mentioned in section 4.4 the waist coming out of the single mode fiber 
is approximately 2 f..Lm. 

4. 7.1 The first lens 

A laser beam emerging from the fiber is characterized by a great divergence. For a correct working 
of the grating a planar wave front is needed, large enough to illuminate enough grooves in the 
grating. To reshape the divergent beam in toa parallel beam, a lens is used. From formula 4.10 
it can be seen that the waist is largest for a fiber placed at a distance in front of the lens equal to 
the focal distance of that lens. At that moment the denominator has the smallest possible value 
for given wavelengthand a given waist coming from the fiber. When a lens with focallength fi 
is placed after the fiber at a distance equal to this focallength formula 4.10 reduces to: 

(4.18) 

Here .À and w1 are known constants. If now the required waist at the place of the grating (w2) is 
known it is possible with this formula to calculate the required focal distance of the lens. 

The resolving power of the maxima of a grating is determined by the number of slits illuminated 
[1]. Therefore to have a large resolving power in the far field a beam diameter on the gratingis 
chosen from 1 mm. With a wavelength of 670 nm formula 4.18 gives a focal length of: h = 
4.68 mm. So a lens with focal distance of 5 mm is taken. 

For this value of the focal distance the Rayleighlength of the second waist becomes 1.33 m (see 
formula 4.2). Since the probe has to be as small as possible we are talking about a distance of 
approximately 50 mm between the grating and the detector. Therefore we can see that the wave 
front on the gratingis independent of the distance from the lens, it is approximately planar. This 
is a great advantage of this construction. 
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4.7.2 The secoud lens 

Now the focal length of the fust lens is known, the focal length of the second lens needs to he 
deterrnined. The initial waist, for this lens at the position of the grating, is 0.5 mm and the 
beam radius at the detector should he 200 J.Lm. A program, basedon formula 4.11, was written 
to deterrnine the dependenee of the spot radius at the detector from the focal length of the lens. 
Running this program with the parameters wo2=0.5 mm and a radius on the detector of 200 J.Lm 
for different distauces between the grating and the detector gives the result as shown in figure 4.9. 
In this calculation the second lens was placed at a distance of 5 mm behind the grating (waist 
position). Other calculations were done where the lens was placed at different distauces after the 
grating, however the results were approximately equal. 

Figure 4.9: The spot radius on the detector .for varying distances between the grating and the 
detector as a function of the focallength of lens 2. The different distances between the grating and 
the detector are represented by: · - · 48 mm, - 50 mm and - - - 52 mm. 

As can he seen in the figure, the focal distance for the second lens is approximately 75 mm. 
The result is a relatively large lens, resulting in a temperature dependence. A construction with 
two lenses and a grating between them is relatively large. Another possible problem is formed by 
the fact that the distance between the grating and detector changes as a result of movements from 
the mirror. As can be seen in the figure a change of 2 mm in distance results in a change in spot 
radius of 14 J.Lm, this implies a small Rayleighlength. When this Rayleighlength is calculated for 
a focal distance of 75 mm the result is 4. 78 mm. Therefore another optical path design needs to 
be considered. 

4.8 Optical path design with one lens 

In the previous sections it is shown that in the probe it is not possible to use an optical configuration 
consisting of two lenses. But it is possible to make a nearly parallel beam corning out of the fiber 
by using one lens at a distance from the fiber equal to its focal length! So instead of making the 
beam parallel with a diameter of 1 mm we can also make a parallel beam with a diameter of 206 
J.Lm. This situation is drawn in figure 4.10. The reason a beam diameter of 1 mm was chosen was 
to be absolutely sure of a correct working of the grating. If, for safety reasons, a waist of 200 J.Lm 
is chosen, for a grating constant of 4. 72 J.Lm there are approximately 72 grooves illuminated, as 
shown in subsection 3.1.5 this is an acceptable number. 

In figure 4.10 the two waists are again: w01 = 2 J.Lm, wo2 = 200 J.Lm. If again we take the place 
of the fiber in the focal point of the lens, formula 4.18 can be used to calculate the focallength 
of the lens. With the wavelength of the used light at 670 nm the focal length becomes 1.88 mm. 
Lenses are usually made with focal lengths of integers so a lens with a focal distance of 2 mm is 
used. The waist after the lensthen becomes 213.27 J.Lm and with formula 4.11 it can beseen that 
this waist is positioned at a distance of 2 mm after the lens. Because the distance to the plane of 
the detector is much larger, about 50 mm we have to makesure that the Rayleighlength is large 
enough for this system. Using formula 4.2 and replacing wo with wo2 the Rayleigh range becomes 
213 mm. This is four times the distance to the detector plane. 
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Figure 4.10: Optical path design with one lens. 

What remains is to check the change in spot size as a result of a change in distance between 
the grating and the detector. In the actual probe the mirrors attached to the stylus will be placed 
between the grating and the detectors. Therefore if the mirrors change position, caused by the 
fact that the stylus coincides with the work piece, the optical path length changes. Due to the 
non-linearity of the detector this change in spot size on the detector may not be to large. The 
calculated beam radius for several distauces between waist wo2 (positioned at the grating) and the 
detector is iven in the table below. 

l (mm) 54 55 56 

In this table we can see that the beam radius changes 0.50 J.tm over a change of 2 mm in optical 
path length, this is small but could cause a problem on the detectors which have a resolution of 0.06 
J.tm. The effect of a change in spot diameter on the measured detector position will be discussed 
in section 6.6. 

4. 9 Fiber coupler 

Part of the problems with the prototype of Van Vliet was the beam stability during movement of 
the probe. While moving the probe the spots on the detectors moved, resulting in a measurement 
of a spot displacement. It is suspected that this results from the way the fibers are coupled into 
the probe. In figure 4.11 a schematic representation of these couplers is given. 

riber 

Figure 4.11: Schematical representation of the fiber coupler used by Van Vliet. 

A number of possible problems with this coupler are: 

• The conical damp can damp on itself without holding the fiber. Therefore the fiber itself 
can move within the conical damp when the probe house is moved. 

• The holder is of a cylindrical shape while the damp is conical, this results in a line contact 
around which the conical damp is free to rotate in the holder. This is shown schematically 
in figure 4.12. 
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holder conical clamp 

Figure 4.12: Schematical representation of the possible rotations as aresult of the construction of 
the clamp. 

• Part of the proteetion has been removed and the core along with dadding lie in the conical 
damp, part of it sticking out. As a result of thermal influences or mechanica! disturbances 
the part of the fiber sticking out will move. 

With the possible problems of the probe known it is possible to design a new fiber coupler. 
The damp itself can be improved by making it cylindrical with a groove in it. And example of 
this is shown in figure 4.13. With the use of a screw it is possible to damp the fiber in. Here 
the proteetion should be removed to exdude the elastic effects of the protection. To prevent 
movements of the fiber while prohing the fiber could also be glued in the damp. After this the 
fiber end sticking out should be polished off. The damp itself should be fixed to the probe house 
using a holder with a V -groove. To be sure of the stability of a new coupler designed, stability 
tests should be performed. 

optlcal f'lber 

Figure 4.13: Schematical description of a possible new design of a fiber coupler. 
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Chapter 5 

Resolution of the probe 

Now the global setup of the probe is known, a best contiguration has to he found in which the 
resolution and the accuracy requirements are met. The resolution is determined by the length of 
the stylus, the distance between the mirror and the detector, the angle of incident light on the 
mirror and of course the resolution of the detector itself. Therefore in this chapter a mathematica! 
description of the probe is given and with use of this discription a computer program is written 
to test the possibilities of the new configuration. Also different orientations and positions of the 
components are tried to find the best configuration. 

5.1 Triangulation measurements 

Four triangulation measurements are used to measure the displacement of the stylus. The advan
tage of this kind of measurement is that it is a contact less way of measuring a displacement of an 
object (in this case the mirror pyramid) . The result of this is a low prohing mass and therefore a 
low prohing force. In a triangulation measurement incident light on a mirror is reflected towards 
a position sensing detector. Light incident on a mirror will be reflected according to the law of 
reflection [13]: When a ray of light is reflected at an interface dividing two uniform media, the 
reflected ray remains within the plane of incidence, and the angle of reflection equals the angle of 
incidence. In the probe the plane of incidence is formed by the incident ray and the normal of the 
mirror at the point of incidence. This situation is drawn schematically in figure 5.1. 

z 
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Figure 5.1: Schematical representation of the plane of incidence and the law of refiection in three 
dimensions (a) and two dimensions {b}. 
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Therefore if the mirror moves, the outgoing light beam will move on the detector surface in a 
way related unambiguous to the original movement of the mirror. The position sensing detector 
is able to measure the absolute position of the light beam (as mentioned in chapter 2). If now the 
mirrors are constructed on the moving part (the stylus) of the probe, it is possible todetermine 
the displacement of the stylus. The suspension allows movements of the stylus with six degrees 
of freedom therefore 6 displacement measurements are necessary to determine the stylus position. 
This is possible by three two-dimensional detectors. In this case four two dimensional detectors 
are used which are placed symmetrical around the probe in the way showed in figure 2.8. In this 
configuration we need to relate the results of the detectors to each other to get unequivocal results. 
In the next section this will he discussed in further detail. 

5.2 Interdependence of different movements 

In this section the interdependence of different movements of the stylus pyramid will he discussed. 
As aresult of a movement of the stylus the mirror pyramid moves and as aresult of this the reflected 
beam on the detector moves. To know whether all 6 degrees of freedom can he distinguished the 
movements on the different detectors are estimated. In figure 5.2 the numbering of the detectors 
used for these estimations is shown. 
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Figure 5.2: The numbering of the detectors related to the mirror pyramid. 

In the figures 5.3-5.4 the expected displacementsof the reflected beams are drawn as aresult 
from the rotation or translation of the stylus. In these figures we can see that, in order to 
distinguish a translation in z-direction from a rotation around the x- or y-axis, the two opposite 
detectors have to he related to each other. In order to distinguish a rotation around the y-axis 
from a translation in x-direction the two detectors facing each other have to he related to each 
other. From this can heseen that, as mentioned before, at least three detectors independent in 
direction to each other need to he used to measure 6 degrees of freedom. In this prototype we use 
four position sensitive detectors because the symmetry around the z-axis facilitates the relation 
between the four detectors. Another advantage of using four detectors is that the fourth detector 
can be used as a verification detector. By this is meant that three detectors are used for the 
measurement and the fourth as a verification. Then by switching around, increasing each detector 
one number, so detector number three now becomes the verification detector we get four different 
measurement results. By taking the mean of these results the accuracy of the measurement will 
improve. 

A translation in the horizontal plane of the mirror pyramid is unlikely to happen because the 
suspension used in the prototype of Van Vliet is designed with a higher stiffness in the horizontal 
plane compared to the stiffness in the vertical direction. Also the rotation around the z-axis will he 
much smaller compared to the result of a movement of the stylus tip. This because the suspension 
has been developed with a high stiffness in this direction. The moment induced by contact of the 
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Figure 5.3: Displacement of the refiected beam on the detector as aresult of a movement from the 
stylus in z-direction (a) and in the x-direction (b). 

stylus tip with the workpiece in this direction is to small to move the mirror pyramid around the 
z-a.xis. However a movement in vertical ( z-) direction induces a force in the suspension with a 
resulting rotation around the z-axis. 

The movements which can be expected in the real probe are therefore rotations around an 
arbitrary a.xis in the horizontal plane and a translation in the z-direction. These movements 
also implie a small translation in the horizontal plane and a small rotation around the z-axis. 
Unfortunately the exact charaderistics of the suspension are not known, therefore it is treated 
here as a black box which allows all movements. Therefore the mathematica! description should 
contain also the translations in the horizontal plane and a rotation around the z-axis. In the 
following part of this chapter a mathematica! description of the optical part of the probe is given. 
This description relates the movement of the stylus to a displacement on the detector. 

5.3 Matrix representation of the probe in rest 

In this section the mathematica! description is given for the probe in rest.· In figure 5.5 the 
coordinate system of the probe is defined, along with some definements used in the mathematica! 
description of the probe. 

The parameter representation for the light beam, coming from the gratingis called Lin· It can 
be described with a parameter representation when a starting point and a directional vector are 
known. The parameter representation of the beam is: 

(5.1) 

The angle e is defined by the grating which is used in the probe, and z1 is the z-coordinate of 
the gratingin the coordinate system of the probe (see figure 5.5). The fust vector represents the 
starting point and the second the directional vector (min)· The origin is defined at the position 
where the stylus is attached to the suspension and the mirror. The mirror surface can be defined 
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Figure 5.4: Displacement of the refiected beam on the detector as a result of a rotation from the 
stylus pyramid around the y-axis (a) and around the z-axis (b). 

depending on the angle a the mirror makes with the z-axis. The parameter representation of the 
mirror surface in rest is now: 

(5.2) 

Here z8 is the position of the top from the mirror pyramid on the z-axis. Now the equations of the 
incident light beam and the mirror surface are known, according to [7] we are able to determine 
the intersection point. This is clone by equating Lin with S.. , first solving this equation for À, {3 
and 'Y and then substituting these results in the equation for Lin or S.. . The resulting intersection 
point is (see appendix C): -

X= [ ~ l + ( zz - z8 ) tan a [ ta~ 0 l 
tana- tanfJ 1 Zl -

(5.3) 

To determine the parameter representation for the reflected beam again a starting point and a 
directional vector are needed. The direction of the reflected beam (DLout) is the direction of the 
incident beam (DLin) multiplied by the reflection matrix (F) : DLout = F. min· The vector 
addition of the reflected beam and the incident beam is two times the projection of the incident 
light beam on the normal (see figure 5.6). 

In formula this vector addition is represented by: 

(5.4) 

Rewriting this in the form of DLout = Fmin gives: 

(5.5) 
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Figure 5.5: Definition of the coordinate system of the probe. Lin is the parameter representation 
of the light beam refracted by the grating, Lout represents the reftected lightbeam, SJ represents the 
mirror surface and the position of detector 1 is given by the coordinates (Xdl, Yd1,Zd1}. 

So the reflection matrix is formed hy two times the projection matrix minus the unity matrix. 
The projection matrix is given hy [15]: 

(5.6) 

Where -;;:;: is the vector on which the projection takes place, in the case of the prohe this is the 
normal vector of the mirror surface. Since only the direction of the normal vector is of importance 
the length of these normal veetors is chosen to he unity. For the first mirror (81 in tigure 5.5) of 
the mirror pyramid the normal vector is given hy: 

(5.7) 

Using equations 5.1, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 the direction of the reflected heam is now (see Appendix C): 

[ 

l+t;n2 ,"(tanO- tana)- tanO l 
mout= À 0 

l+t;n2 0< (tan a tan e- tan2 a)+ 1 
(5.8) 

In this formula mout represents the direction of the reflected heam. To determine the parameter 
representation of the reflected heam the starting position X (see (5.3)) of the heam has to he added 
to it. The starting point is formed hy the intersection point of the lightheam refracted hy the 
grating (Lin) with the mirror (S). Then for the reflected heam the following vector representation 
results: 

(5.9) 
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Figure 5.6: Vector addition of two veetors with the same angle with the normal. Here P(u) 
represents the projection of u on the normal n. 

Now to calculate a displacement on the detector, as already mentioned the intersection point of 
the refiected beam with the detector needs to be calculated. 

If the parameter representation of the detector surface is known the intersection point can be 
calculated by equating the formula for the refiected beam (Laut) with the formula for the detector 
surface. One way of positioning the detector is to place it perpendicular to the refiected beam 
while the probeis in rest. The equation for the detector surface is then: 

(5.10) 

Here the c: vector is a vector in the direction of the y-axis and the ry vector is perpendicular with 
the y-axis and the directional vector of the refiected beam. With these equations it is possible to 
characterize the probe system in rest. In the next section the probe will be moved in space and 
this movement will be related to a displacement on the detector. 

5.4 The rotation matrix and translation vector 

The movement of one of the four mirrors as aresult of contact between the stylus with a workpiece 
can be represented by a rotation and a translation. The equation of the rotated and translated 
mirror is given by: 

(5.11) 

Here T represents a translation vector and R represents a rotation matrix. The translation vector 
is represented by: 

(5.12) 

Here Ti represents the component of the translation in the direction of i. 
The suspension which supports the stylus carrier is designed to omit a rotation around any 

arbitrary axis in the horizontal plane. Therefore the rotation matrix must represent a rotation 
around an arbitrary axis in the horizontal plane. To deduce this matrix figure 5.7 is considered. 
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Figure 5. 7: Definition of the rotation axis and angles of the mirror pyramid. The r-axis is placed 
orthogonal to the a-axis in a right-handed coordinate frame. 

Here hl defines the rotation angle of the r I a-coordinate system referred to the x ly-system 
and h2 defines the rotation angle around the r axis. The rotation matrix represents a coordinate 
transformation of the x I y-system to the r I a-system and a rotation around the r-axis of this system. 
The rotation matrix can now be deduced by fust rotating the y-axis around the z-axis with an 
angle hl to the r-axis. Then rotating around the r-axis with an angle h2 and after this rotating 
back around he z-axis with angle hl. In matrix representation this is done by multiplying the 
three separate rotation matrices with each other [12]. 

The rotation around the z-axis with angle hl is represented by: 

[ 

cos(hl) 
'Rzhlm = sin~hl) 

-sin( hl) 0 l 
cos(hl) 0 

0 1 

The rotation around the r-axis with angle h2 is represented by: 

[ 

cos(h2) 0 -sin(h2) l 
'Ryh2 = 0 1 0 

sin(h2) 0 cos(h2) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

The reverse rotation around the z-axis, necessary to ensure only a coordinate transformation and 
not a real transformation of the mirror pyramid, is given by formula 5.13 but with angle -hl. 
The resulting rotation matrix for a rotation with angle h2 around an arbitrary axis (r) in the 
horizontal plane can be calculated as follows: 

Rhlh2 = 'Rzhlm(hl) * Ryh2(h2) * Rzhlm( -hl) 

The result of this calculation is: 

[ 

cos2 (hl) cos(h2) + sin2 (hl) 
nhlh2 = cos(hl)sin(hl) (cos(h2) -1) 

cos( hl) sin(h2) 

cos(hl) sin( hl) (cos(h2)- 1) 
sin2 (hl) cos(h2) + cos2(hl) 

sin( hl) sin( h2) 

(5.15) 

-cos( hl) sin(h2) l 
-sin( hl) sin(h2) 

cos(h2) 
(5.16) 

Effort has been made to design a suspension with an equal displacement stiffness in every 
direction. This to prevent damage of the workpiece while prohing in a different direction. Unfor
tunately an equal stiffness in every direction was not gained, the stiffness in z-direction is higher 
compared to the stiffness in the horizontal plane (see [16]). The result of this effort is a shape 
of the stylus carrier suspension as shown in figure 5.8. As can be seen in this figure an original 
displacement of the stylus in z-direction will result in a shortening of the three tangential parts 
of the suspension, this would result in a rotation of the stylus. However the angle in these parts 
provide this shortening in two directions, therefore the resulting rotation will be small. Since 
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Figure 5.8: Three dimensional view and top view of the stylus suspension. 

the characterization of the suspension is very complex the possibility of a rotation may not be 
excluded from the model. Therefore this rotation has to be added to the rotation matrix also. 

This rotation around the z-axis with angle Ç is represented by the following matrix 

[ 

cos Ç - sin Ç 0 l 
Rz = sinÇ cosÇ 0 

0 0 1 
(5.17) 

By multiplying the matrix for a rotation around an arbitrary axis Rhlh2 with matrix Rz the 
resulting matrix R becomes the total rotation matrix of the system. 

(5.18) 

Now the translation vector and the rotation matrix are known the effect on the reflected beam 
can be calculated. 

5.5 neteetion of a mirror displacement 

As already mentioned in the previous section the movement of the stylus tip will cause a movement 
of the mirror pyramid. The equation of the rotated and translated mirror is given by: 

(5.19) 

To calculate the direction of the reflected beam the normal vector on the mirror surface is 
used. A rotation or translation of the mirror pyramid also causes a rotation and/ or translation 
of the normal of the mirror. Because only the direction of the normal vector is important to the 
calculation of the direction of the refl.ected beam only a rotation of the mirror will result in a 
relevant change of the normal vector. After all a translation of the mirror doesn't influence the 
direction of the normal vector. The image of the normal as aresult of a movement of the stylus 
(and thus the mirror) is given by a multiplication of the rotation matrix with the normal vector: 

rr' = Rrr (5.20) 

With the new normal vector represented in this way the formula for the direction of the reflected 
beam can be calculated again with the use of formula (see formula 5.5): 

(5.21) 
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Only in the formtila for the projection matrix P (5.6) the new rotated normal n' has to be used 
in stead of using n. The directional vector then becomes: 

[ 

( A2)ffi
2
+ 0 2 - 1) tan (}- A2}:f+c2] 

). 2BC t (} 2AC 
A2+B2+C2 an - A2+B2+C2 
2AB t (} 2A2 1 

A2+B2+C2 an - A2+B2+C2 + 
A sin{ h2) cos( hl) + cos( h2) tan a 

B = cos{h2) cos2{hl) + sin2{hl)- sin{h2) cos{ hl) tana 

C = cos(hl)sin{hl){cos{h2)-1)-sin{h2)sin{hl)tana 

For hl = h2 = 0 the resulting refiected beam direction equals formula 5.8. 

{5.22) 

To be able to describe the refiected beam unambiguously, apart from the directional vector 
also the starting point of the refiected beam has to be known. This starting point is formed by 
the intersection point of the incoming light beam with the rotated mirror surface. To be able to 
determine this intersection point the equation for the rotated mirror surface has to be known. A 
movement of the mirror surface consists of a rotation and or a translation. A translation only 
effects the starting point while a rotation effects both the starting point as well as the directional 
vectors. Therefore the equation for the rotated and translated mirror surface becomes: 

(5.23) 

The result of this calculation is again a parameter representation with one starting point and two 
directional vectors. 

The intersection point of the incident beam with the {rotated) mirror can now be calculated by 
first equating the formula for the incident light beam (5.1) and the formula for the rotated mirror 
surface (5.23). This gives as a result the values of>., {3 and 'Y· The intersection point results from 
substituting the value of>. into formula (5.1). 

Knowing the parameter equation of the detector it is possible to determine the intersection 
point of the refiected beam with the detector. lf the intersection point with the detector is known 
before a displacement of the mirror and after the displacement of the mirror, the distance between 
these points can be determined. Defining the intersection point before movement (xa,Ya,za) as 
origin and the intersection point after movement of the mirror pyramid as (xb,Yb,zb) the distance 
between these points is given by: 

(5.24) 

Because the reference of the detectors is another frame of coordinates we need to transfer the 
coordinates in the coordinate frame of the probe (x,y,z) to the coordinates in the coordinate frame 
of the detector (x',y'). From figure 5.9 it can beseen that the y-coordinate in the frame of the 
mirror equals the x'-coordinate in the frame of the detector. Therefore: 

x'= Yb- Ya (5.25) 

The y '-coordinate in the frame of the detector can also be expressed as a function of the coordinates 
in the frame of the pyramid: 

(5.26) 

For these computations two computer programs have been written (hk2d.m and hk3d.m) in 
Matlab 5.2 (see appendix E). In these programs the rotation angles hl and h2 are the input 
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Figure 5.9: Schematical representation of the coordinate transformation from the coordinate system 
o.fthe probe (x,y,z) to the coordinate system ofthe detector (x',y'). 

variables. The output is respectively a two or three dimensional plot of the spot displacements 
in x'-direction and y'-direction on the detectors. The results for the resolution and measurement 
volume gained with these programs are given in the following sections. 

5.6 Computations 

With the use of the program hk3d.m a three dimensional plot can be made from the x and y
displacement on the detector as a result of a rotation of the mirror pyramid. Tests with this 
program showed that the best configuration is when the grating is placed at a height of 35 mm 
above the midpoint of the suspension, the top of the mirror 5 mm above this point and the surface 
of the mirror making an angle of 59° with the z-axis. The detector surface is then placed at an 
angle of 20° with the z-axis and crosses the x-axis at a distance of 30 mm from the midpoint of 
the suspension. The result of this plot is shown in figure 5.10. From this figure it can beseen that 
the maximum displacement of 2 mm ( due to the limited size of the detectors) on the detector is 
reached when the rotation of the mirror pyramid equals approximately 3 degrees. 

From this figure also follows that a certain (x',y')-coordinate only results from a unique combi
nation of the rotation axis and a rotation around this axis. Therefore if the movement would only 
consist of rotations, every spot on the detector would belong unambiguously to a certain stylus 
orientation. 

Unfortunately not only rotations around axis in the horizontal plane are allowed, also trans
lations are allowed by the suspension of the mirror pyramid. One can imagine that a different 
rotation combined with a displacement in z-direction and possibly combined with a translation in 
x- or y-direction could produce the same (x',y')-coordinate on the detector. As already mentioned 
in section 5.2, to be able to distinguish these different movements from each other, at least three 
detectors have to be related to each other. The result of a certain movement can be seen more 
clearly in a two dimensional plot. Therefore a program is written which produces two dimensional 
plots. This program is called hk2d.m. Before any conclusions can be made the program has to be 
tested for its results. 
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Figure 5.10: Resulting displacements on the detector as a result of rotation of the mirrorpyramid 
around an arbitrory axis defined by angle hl with an angle h2. The results are calculated with the 
use of program hk3d. m. 

5.7 Testing of the program 

The computer programs hk2d.m and hk3d.m were written, assuming that the theoretica! descrip
tion given earlier in this chapter is correct. To examine wether the computer program written 
has been programmed correctly, the simulation program was tested with the use of laboratory 
experiments. The testing contiguration is given in figure 5.11. The mirror pyramid was attached 
to a vertical pillar which was placed on a rotation table. The attachment to the vertical pillar 
served as the rotation axis (hl) . This angle can he adjusted at angles differing 15° from each 
other. The rotation made by the rotation table serves as rotation angle ( h2 ) around the rotation 
axis. 

Because of the fact that the rotation axis is connected to the rotation table the pyramid also 
turns around its z-axis when changing the rotation axis (hl) · This is corrected in the simulation 
program by rotating back around the z-axis. So for a rotation axis of 15 degrees the rotation 
around the z-axis equals -15 degrees. The results of the measurements are shown in the figures 
5.12, 5.14 and 5.16. The comparing computer results are given in the figures 5.13, 5.15 and 5.17. 
When making the computer simulations it resulted that the angle of the detector with the z-axis 
was not 20° but 50°. After new measurements were taken from the testing configuration, the 
correction made in the program appeared to he correct. 
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Figure 5.11: Schematical representation of the testing configuration. 

When figures 5.16 and 5.17 are compared a difference in x-displacement can he observed. This 
can he explained as follows: when changing the rotation axis ( defined by h1) the pyramid must he 
separated from the rotation axis and connected again on a different angle. As a result not only the 
rotation axis (h1 ) is changed but also the initial rotation angle (h2). Therefore the alignment of 
the z-axis of the pyramid changes and the rnirror pyramid is rotated a few extra degrees compared 
to the original alignrnent on the coordinate systern. The result is a slightly different orientation of 
the pyrarnid cornpared to the x- and z-axis. The rneasurernent figures and simulations are in shape 
cornparable and therefore it can he concluded that the computer program has been prograrnrned 
correctly. Now the computer program can he used to find the resolution and the rneasurernent 
volurne of the probe. 

5.8 Possible rotation and translation detections 

One of the conditions to he met was the possibility to detect a displacement of 0 .1 f.LID of the stylus 
tip. When the stylus tip cantacts the workpiece in horizontal direction, the stylus most probably 
will rotate around an arbitrary axis in the horizontal plane. Frorn figure 5.18 it can heseen that, 
with a stylus lengthof 30 rnrn, the resulting rotation of the stylus from a tip displacement of 0.1 
f.LID is 3.3 JLrad. 

Before conclusions can he drawn with respect to the resolution of the probe, the different ways 
of prohing must he clear. A coordinate rneasuring machine is used to deterrnine dirnensions of 
objects. They arealso used to deterrnine the shape of an object, for exarnple the angle of a surface, 
the diameter of a circular hole and the shape of a cone. To do this the stylus touches the surface at 
different positions where the coordinates are read out. This rneans the coordinates of the CMM as 
well as the coordinates of the probe direction. By entering these points into a computer program 
the shape or the size of the object can be determined with high accuracy. 

Contacting a plane of the workpieces is clone in one direction, therefore the resolution of the 
probe needs to be accurate in one direction. For reasons of sirnplicity this direction is taken to 
be the x-direction. By rnoving the stylus in x-direction towards the object the stylus will rotate 
around the y-axis when rnaking contact to the workpiece. The result will be a movement on the 
detectors as shown in figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.18: Rotation of the stylus and the resulting tip displacement. 

Rotation around the y-axis 

For a rotation of 3.3 p.rad around the y-axis the resulting displacements on detectors 1 and 2 
are given in figure 5.19. From this figure it can be concluded that it is possible to detect a pure 
rotation as a result of a tip displacement of 0.1 11m. Because a rotation of 3.3 p.rad results in a 
displacement in y-direction on detector 1 and a displacement in x-direction on detector 2 both 
larger than 0.06 p.m. The shape of the displacements equal the findings in section 5.2. As can be 
seen from figure 5.19 the rotation results in a displacement in one direction on each detector. 
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Figure 5.19: The displacement on detectors 1 and 2 as a result of a rotation of 3.3 J-Lrad around 
a rotation axis in the direction of the y-axis {hl=(?). 

As a result of the inertia of the CMM the machine will move after making contact with the 
workpiece. As aresult the stylus will make an angle with the z-axis, the displacement of the tip 
due to this angle should be measured with a resolution of 0.1 p.m. As could beseen in figure 5.10 
the maximum rotation possible to measure is in the range of 3°. With use of simulations with 
the computer program hk2d.m the maximum angle to be measured is determined to be 2.3°. It 
should be possible to measure this with a resolution of 0.1 p.m, the results of a simulation with 
these numbers is given in figure 5.20. 

Translation in z-direction 

As already mentioned not only rotations but also translations may occur. The translation with the 
highest possible amplitude is the z-translation. This is aresult from the design of the suspension, 
which restricts the xjy translation due to a high stiffness in the horizontal plane compared to 
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Figure 5.20: The displacement on detectors 1 and 2 as a result of a rotation of 0.4 mrad ± 3.3 
J.Lrad around a rotation axis in the direction of the y-axis {h1=rP ). 

the stiffness for rotations and z-translations. The resolution for a z-displacement therefore needs 
to be 0.1 J.Lm also. In figure 5.21 the resulting displacement on the detector for a translation in 
z-direction of 0.1 {-Lm can be seen. From this figure can be seen that it is possible to detect a 
translation of 0.1 J.Lm. Since the displacement of the spot over the detector is linear with the 
displacement of the stylus this resolution is gained in the total measurement volume. In the 
following part this measurement volume is determined. 
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Figure 5.21: Displacement on detectors 1 and 2 as a result of a translation in z-direction of 0.1 
J.Lm. 

The measurement volume 

Another important aspect of the probeis the measurement volume. It must be possible to detect 
the angle of the stylus in the time that the signals are still on the detectors. This angle is dependent 
on the speed of the CMM and the response time for reading out the coordinates of the CMM as 
well as the coordinates of the stylus. Due to the limited size of the detectors, namely 4 mm in 
length and width, the maximum displacement on the detector which can be detected is ± 2 mm. 
From figure 5.22 it can be concluded that the maximum angle of rotation which can be detected 
is 2.3°. 
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Figure 5.22: The displacement on detectors 1 and 2 as a result of a rotation of 2.3 ° around a 
rotation axis in the direction of the y-axis {hl =(f'). 

The resulting stylus tip displacement for a translation is 2 mm and for a pure rotation of 2.3° 
it is 1.2 mm. Therefore the response time is limited by the measurement volume determined by 
the rotation capabilities. The response time of the CMM rnaving with a speed of 70 mm/s then 
should be 17.2 J.LS. 

Rotation around an arbitrary axis 

Until now only rotations around the y-axis were considered, but rotations around any arbitrary 
axis in the xy-plane are allowed. As already mentioned it is enough for characterization of an 
object if this is touched consequently in the same direction. However it would be much more 
convenient if prohing could be done in different directions. To know which angle of rotatien 
can be measured with the probe a new simulation is conducted. For different rotation axis the 
orientation of the stylus is made 3.3 f.i.rad with the z-axis and the result is given in figure 5.23. 
From this figure can be seen that only rotation axis with an angle of approximately 50 degrees can 

~ 4 ~ o ro ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ro1atJon axls (degrees) 

Figure 5.23: Displacement on detector 1 as a result of a rotation angle ( h2} of 3.3 

be distinguished from a rotation axis with an angle of 0 degrees (y-axis). Therefore the condusion 
can be drawn that it is better to use the probe for prohing constantly in the same direction. 
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5.9 Superposed motions 

Untill now different rotations and translations were treated separately, however the suspension 
allows translations and rotations at the same time. To be able to determine the orientation of the 
stylus these moveroeuts have to be distinguished from each other. To know wether this is possible 
a number of simulations are done. The simulation consisted of making a rotatien of the stylus tip 
from -3.3 tLrad to 3.3 1-Lrad (h2) around the y-axis (h1=0) and superimposing a rotatien around 
the z-axis or a translation. Compared to the single rotatien a relative displacement of the signal 
on the detector took place, these relative displacements (~x and ~y) are given in the table below: 

Type of Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 3 Detector 4 
superimposed fuc ~y fuc ~y ~x ~y fuc ~y 

movement (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) (tLm) 
Rz 0.06 0 0.06 0 0.06 0 0.06 0 

Tx 0 0.06 0 0 0 -0.06 0 0 
Ty 0 0 0 0.06 0 0 0 -0.06 

Tz 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 
TxTy 0 0.06 0 0.06 0 -0.06 0 -0.06 

TxTz 0 0.17 0 0.1 0 0.04 0 0.1 
TyTz 0 0 0 0.17 0 0.1 0 0.04 
TxTyTz 0 0.17 0 0.17 0 0.04 0 0.04 

From th1s table 1t can be seen that a eertrun combmatwn always can be retrieved from the 
ratio of displacements on different detectors. A superimposed rotatien around the z-axis implies 
an extra spot displacement in the x'-direction on all four detectors. An extra translation in z
direction results in an extra spot displacement on the detector in the y' direction. A superimposed 
translation in x-direction results in an extra spot displacement in y-direction on detectors 1 and 
3, and an extra translation in y-direction results in an extra spot displacement in y -direction on 
detectors 2 and 4. Combinations of different translations result in different ratios of displacements 
on detectors. The difference between a translation T x T y and T x T y T z can be gained from 
detectors 3 and 4. These calculations are all under the assumption that no deviations exist in the 
probe. However in reality they do exist as a result of a limited accuracy with which components 
can be fabricated and aligned in the probe. Therefore in the next chapter a number of deviations 
in the components of the optica} system are examined which influence the spot position on the 
detector. 
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Chapter 6 

Error estirnations 

In the previous chapters the design of a new probe was discussed. The calculations made for 
the functioning of the grating, the beam propagation and the resolution are all based on au ideal 
working and alignment of all components. Unfortunately this ideal working and alignment of 
components is not possible. The accuracy of the probe is infiuenced by deviations in the alignment 
and form of components. The actual accuracy with which can be measured also depends on the 
calibration metliod of the probe aud on the way the stylus position is gained from the four spot 
positions. Since the calibration methad also depends on that method, the actual uncertainty of 
the probe will be smaller when a good retrieval program is written. To develop a good evaluation 
program all possible infl.uences on the accuracy have tobetaken into account and in this chapter 
the factors are discussed which possibly influence the accuracy of the probe. First the possible 
influences on the accuracy are discussed along with their possible effects on the detector output. 
Later in this chapter these infl.uences are discussed separately aud au estimation is made about 
the magnitude of their infl.uence. Further an attempt is made to understaud the causes of the 
non-linearity of the Position sensitive detectors. When these causes are understood it may be 
possible to understand the effect of a change in spot size or shape in the coordinate determination 
of the spot on the detectors. 

6.1 Possible influences on the position coordinates 

During actual prohing the stylus position is determined from the four spot positions on the detec
tors. As already mentioned in chapter 5 at least three detectors are necessary to determine the 
position from the stylus. Todetermine the stylus position the retrieval programm will use a num
ber of other variables. These are probably the distance between the detectors, the angle between 
the detectors, the augle of the light intersecting with the minors and the angle of the mirrors. 
Therefore all factors influencing these distauces and augles also infl.uence the uncertainty in the 
determined stylus position. Of course to describe the total uncertainty of the probethese distauces 
and augles for all four detectors have to be related to each other. Because of the symmetry of 
the probe these errors occur in the same way but with different magnitudes on all four detectors. 
Therefore in this chapter the separate influences are calculated for the system of grating, mirror 
1 (Sl) and detector 1 (see figure 5.5). 

In figure 6.1 the distauces and augles influencing the position of a light spot on the detector 
are shown. 

The deviations influencing the measurement of the spot position eau be divided into two groups: 

• Deviations infl.uencing the position of an ideal lightbeam on the detector 
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Figure 6.1: Two dimensional schematical drawing of the important distances and angles for error 
calculation. 

• Deviations infiuencing the position determination from a not ideal spot on the detector 

The fust group contain errors in all important angles, resulting from form errors in the different 
components of the system, and the setup of the total system. The secoud group contains the factors 
infl.uencing the position determination of the spot on the detector. It contains factors infl.uencing 
the spot size and shape on the detector. The different possible deviations are listed in the table 
below along with their resulting deviations of importance to the determination of the spot position. 

Deviations in probe Resulting deviation 
misalignment of the fiber (zf) compared to the lens size of the spot 
misalignment of the fiber-lens (tx) compared to the opical axis position on detector 
misalignment in angle of fiber compared to the lens position on detector 
misalignment of grating (zg) compared to the lens size of the spot 
rotation of the grating around axis in horizontal plane position on detector 
rotation of the grating around z-axis position on detector 
misalignment of mirror compared to grating (zl-zs) position on detector 
convex or concave surface of mirror position on detector 
angle a position on detector 
translation detector compared to mirror (xd) position on detector 
rotation of the detector posi ti on on detector 

In the two followmg sectlons the dev1atwns as a result of deviatlons m the fiber-lens system 
and as aresult of deviations in the mirrors are discussed separately. The deviations occurring from 
a deviation in the grating or detector are presented qualitatively in section 6.4 and the calculated 
results of the coordinate deviations can he found in appendices G and F. 

6.2 Effects of the fiber and the lens 

The fiber and the lens guide the laserbeam coming from the laserdiode into the probe. To prevent 
large losses of power the coupling efficiency of the fiber and the laser needs to he as high as possible. 
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However due to the pointing instability of the laser ([16],[4]) the power of the light guided by the 
fiber changes constantly. 

Of more importance is the alignment of the fiber compared to the lens. The lens after the 
fiber produces, if the fiber is placed exactly in the focal point of the lens, a laserbeam with large 
Rayleighlength. However the shape along with the direction of the beam depends on the alignment 
of the fiber to the lens. This is shown in figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematical representation o.f the effects of a misalignment from the fiber on the lens. 

From this figure can be observed that a misalignment on the optical axis ((b) and ( c)) results 
in a change in beam shape (convergent or divergent instead of parallel). A misalignment from the 
optical axis ( d) results in a change in direction of the beam and a position displacement from the 
center of the beam. 

6.2.1 Position on detector 

The position on the detector is influenced by an alignment of the fiber from the optical axis. As 
mentioned above, this misalignment results in a deviation in the angle of the beam emerging from 
the lens and in a displacement of the beam origin. If the change in displacement of the center of 
the beam compared to the center of the lens is small it can be regarcled as an alignment error of 
the fiber-lens system compared to the grating. The result of a displacement from the center of the 
beam on the grating in x-direction will be the same as a movement of the mirror in x-direction 
in a proper aligned set-up. The deviations in the position coordinates of the spot as a result of 
a misalignment of the fiber-lens system in x-direction are presented in appendix F in figures F.2 
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and F.3 fora rotation about respectively the x- and y-axis. The deviations in fora misalignment 
in y-direction are presented in figures F.4 and F.5. 

The angle of the beam emerging from the lens is related to the displacement of the fiber from 
the optical axis in the following way: 

(6.1) 

Here f represents the focal distance from the lens and b..t is the transversal misalignment of the 
fiber from the optical axis. For a focal distance of 2 mm and a misalignment from the optical 
axis of 0.1 mm this results in an angle of 2.9° with the optical axis. This deviation in the angle 
will result in a deviation in the diffraction angle of the beam after the grating. The size of the 
total deviation of the diffraction angle depends on the orientation of the grating with the lens 
and the mirrors. Therefore the deviations in the measurements will be the same as the deviations 
in a set-up where the grating compared to the mirror has been rotated. These calculations are 
presentedinappendix F figures F.8, F.9 for an oblique angle with the x-axis and in figures F.lO 
and F.ll for an oblique angle of the grating with the y-axis. Of course rotations of the gratingor 
fiber can occur around any axis. A rotation around any axis can be composed of a rotation around 
the x, y, and z-axis, the resulting deviations will also be compositions of rotations around these 
axis. Therefore rotations of the grating around its local z-axis will also be considered in section 
6.4. 

6.2.2 Effects on the spot size 

In chapter 4 the optical system was developped for the beam propagation. The system was 
develloped to produce a beam with large Rayleighlength. A misalignment on the optical axis 
results in a convergent or divergent beam and therefore in a different spot size change on the 
detector for a changing optical distance between grating and detector. The propagation of the 
beam radius can be calculated by solving equations 4.10 and 4.11 for a placement of the initia! 
waist in front or after the focal point. The resulting propagation of the beam is shown in figure 
6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: The propagation of the spotradius through the optica[ system. As can be seen the 
deviation angle befare the lens is large compared to the deviation angle after the lens. A placement 
of the fiber between the focal point and the lens (z1-f=0.1 mm) results in a convergent beam after 
the lens. A placement of the fiber in front of the focal point results in a divergent beam after the 
lens. 

From this figure can be seen that a placement of the fiber between the focal point and the 
lens results in a convergent beam and a placement of the fiber in front of the focal point results 
in a divergent beam. It can also beseen that the spot diameter ranges from 110 J-LID to 1050 J-Lm. 
The actual size of the diameter is not of infl.uence on the accuracy of the measurements. What is 
important is the change in diameter during a measurment. This means that a change in the optical 
distance produces a different change in spot diameter on the detector. The calculated change in 
radius for a change from the optical distance from 56 mm to 60 mm behind the grating varies 
from 9.89 J-Lm for a convergent beam to 10.89 J-Lm for a divergent beam. Since the diameter of 
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the spot on the detector will probably influence the position determination, this change in radius 
will result in an uncertainty in the measurements of probe. The magnitude of this uncertainty 
depends on the position determination of the detector, this will be discussed insection 6.6. 

What also can he seen from the figure is that a misalignment of 0.1 mm from the focal distance 
results in a convergent beam which is always larger than the minimum spot diameter of 103 f..Lm 
(section 3.2). Therefore the radius of 200 f..Lm was a good choice. 

6.3 Effects of form and position deviations of one mirror 

With respect to the mirror two problems can occur: alignment errors resulting in a position error 
of the spot and production errors (see figure 6.4) resulting in a position error or a shape error of 
the spot. The surface roughness of the mirror needs to be considered when the mirror is made, 
a mirror surface with high roughness will produce a refiected beam with speckles. Further the 
production errors contain an error in the top angle of the pyramid, non squareness and an error of 
the shape of the surface. The mirrors are made with an optical fiatness of ~ therefore the direction 
of the normal of the mirror will vary over the surface of the mirror resulting in a position error of 
the spot on the detector. Also a wavefront deviation will occur which infiuences the shape of the 
beam. And therefore also the spot size on the detector is affected. Due to the method of polishing 
(a circular movement) the error in the shape of the mirror will occur in such a way that the result 
is a slightly concave or convex mirror. 

mirror 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.4: Farm errors of the mirror. (a) representing the ideal mirror, (b} a concave mirror and 
(c} an error in the top angle. 

6.3.1 Deviation inthespot position 

As already mentioned above, the place of the spot on the detector is influenced by alignment 
errors and form errors of the mirror itself. Alignment errors of the mirror are discussed here as an 
error of the positioning of the mirror with respect to the grating. Therefore a misalignment of the 
mirror results in the same effect as a misalignment of the grating. This will be discussed in the 
next section. In this section the errors are discussed which infiuence the direction of the normal of 
the mirror and therefore the position of the spot on the detector. 

In figure 6.4 it can be seen that a deviation in the top angle of the pyramid (a) results in 
a change in direction of the normal of on the mirror which is constant over the surface of the 
mirror. With use of a program ( deltahk2d.m) this error in the top angle of the mirror pyramid is 
modelled. The result is a changed output in x'-direction and y'-direction from the detector. Taken 
into account that the origin of the detector is defined at the beginning of each measurement, the 
deviation for different rotation angles and for different top angles of the mirror is given in figures 
6.5 and 6.6. In the first figure the errors are shown for detector 1 for a rotation of mirror 1 around 
the y-axis in the coordinate frame of the probe and in the second figure the errors for detector 1 
are shown fora rotation of mirror 1 around the x-axis in the coordinate frame of the probe. 

From these two figures it can be seen that the errors in x-position are linearly dependent on 
the rotation angle and the errors in y-position are quadratically dependent on the rotation angle. 
It can also be observed that the deviations in the y-coordinate for a negative error in the top angle 
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Figure 6.5: Deviations from the coordinates of detector one as aresult of an error in the top angle 
of the mirror plotted against the rotation angle. The rotation was caried out around the x-axis. 
Explanation of symbols: .-. 1 degree, -·- 0.5 degrees, -- 0.25 degrees, - 0 degrees, * -0.25 degrees, 
+ -0.5 degrees, 0 -1 degree. 

are nat mirror images from the deviations resulting from a positive error in the top angle. This can 
be explained by the fact that the detector is placed also under an angle with the z-axis. Therefore 
for a decreasing top angle the change in distance between the mirror and the detector is relatively 
larger compared to this change in distance for a positive change in top angle. This results in a 
larger multiplication factor of the movement, and thus in a larger movement in y'-direction on the 
detector. 

It can also beseen from the figures that the position error depends linear on the error in the top 
angle. So the toleranee of the mirror angle is linear dependent on the possible allowed deviations. 

The alignment of the mirror parallel to the y-axis is another possible infiuence on the accuracy 
of the probe. The angle between the mirror and the y-axis in the xy-plane is defined as "' (see 
figure 6. 7), positive for a rotation around the z-axis from the x-axis to the y-axis. 

In figures 6.8 and 6.9 the resulting position errors on detector 1 dependent on the rotation 
angle are given for different values of "'• ranging from -1 degree to 1 degree. From these figures it 
can be seen that dependent on the rotation axis the resulting deviations in the x'-coordinate are 
non linear functions of the rotation angle. These functions decline linear to zero for deseending 
deviations in "'· The deviations in the y'-coordinate are linear for a rotation around the x-axis 
but nonlinear for a rotation around the y axis. For a rotation around the y-axis the deviation 
of the y'-coordinate is the same for equal absolute values of"'- This can be explained as follows. 
When rotating around the y-axis the lightbeam falling on the mirror experiences a constant angle 
of incidence for a value of "'• independent on its sign. Therefore the reileetion will take place in 
the same direction and the displacement on the detector will be the same. The deviations in the 
y-coordinate for a rotation around the y-axis are too small to be measured since the resolution of 
the PSD is determined as 0.06 f.Lm. All other deviations decline to zero linearly with the angle "'· 

The question raises what the effect is of these errors in the position determination of the stylus. 
This effect depends on the procedure used to determine the stylus position from the detector 
outputs. For example: Suppose an error exists in the top angle of mirror 1. As a result detector 1 
will have an error in its output according to figure 6.6 when the stylus is rotated 1 degree around 
its y-axis. If now detectors 1, 2 and 4 are used to determine the stylus position detectors 2 and 
4 will conclude a rotation of 1 degree, with a possible displacement in x-position and detector 1 
will conclude the size of this x-position. If detectors 1, 2 and 3 are used to determine the spot 
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Figure 6.6: Deviations from the coordinates of detector one as aresult o.f an error in the top angle 
of the mirror plotted against the rotation angle. The rotation was caried out around the y-axis. 
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y 

top view mirror 1 

Figure 6. 7: Definition o.f angle ti. 

position two possibilities arise: 

• Detectors 2 and 3 (or 1 and 2) conclude a rotation of 1 degree around the y-axis, but detector 
1 doesnotmatch up with this. 

• Detectors 1 and 3 conclude a rotation plus a certain translation, but detector 2 does not 
match up. 

From this it may he concluded that the retrieval program to be written needs to be a program 
which fits the best position of the stylus in the detector outputs. Since this program is necessary 
for a determination of the stylus position it is also necessary for a determination of the error in 
the stylus position as a result of alignment or component errors in the probe. Therefore in the 
following part only the effects of these kind of errors on the spot position on the detector are 
discussed. 

From the example above it may also be concluded that a possible error in components leads to 
inconsistent results of four measurements with three different detectors. It may even be possible 
to extrapolate the errors from measurements like these. 

A concave or convex mirror, due toa limited optical flatnessof the mirror, results in a changing 
direction of the normal over the surface of the mirror. Therefore if the mirror would move due to a 
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Figure 6.8: Deviations from the coordinates of detector one as a result of an error in the angle K of 
the mirror with the y-axis plotted against the rotation angle. The rotation was caried out around 
the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: .-. 1 degree, ·-- 0.5 degrees, - - 0.25 degrees, - 0 degrees, * 
-0.25 degrees, + -0.5 degrees, 0 -1 degree. 

movement from the stylus the direction of the normal would change not only due to the movement 
but also as a result of the fact that the beam hits the surface at another place. 

In figure 6.4 the flatness is estimated for a convex mirror as i. In fust order estimation this 
results in a top angle variation given in the following formula. 

d _ .>.cos(a) 
a- atan 

2
h (6.2) 

With a top angle a of 59 degrees, a wavelength À of 670 nm and a height of the mirror h of 5 mm 
this results in an angle variation of da = 1.80 x w-Jo. This value is negligible compared to the 
accuracy with which the top angle of the mirror can be produced. 

6.3.2 spot size 

The size of the spot is affected by the fact that the optica! distance changes. The change in 
diameter will be small compared to the effect in diameter for a misalignment of the fiber. As is 
shown in figure 6.10 the shape of the spot will he affected when a convex or concave mirror is 
used. A convex mirror will produce an extra convergence to the beam propagation. 

The angle between the reflected rays depends on the difference between the angles of the two 
separate mirror pieces (a1 and a 2 ) as follows: 

(6.3) 

Where a 1 , a 2 , 81 and 82 are defined as in figure 6.10. Fora difference between these angles of 
1.8 x 10-30 (as calculated above for a flatness of i) this results in a convergence angle of nearly 
4°. This results in an extra change in diameter of 0.138 J.Lm fora change in optica! distance from 
48 mm to 50 mm. Compared to the change in diameter for a slight convergent or divergent beam 
this can he neglected. 
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Figure 6.9: Deviations from the coordinates of detector one as aresult of an error in the angle r;, of 
the mirror with the y-axis plotted against the rotation angle. The rotation was caried out around 
the y-axis. Explanation of symbols: .-. 1 degree, ... 0. 5 degrees, - - 0.25 degrees, - 0 degrees, * 
-0.25 degrees, + -0.5 degrees, 0 -1 degree. 

6.4 Misalignment of the grating and detector 

As aresult of the fini te accuracy with which the grating and detectors can be placed a deviation of 
theemerging beam from the ideal beam will occur. The different placement errors forthegrating 
are represented in figure 6.11. Here a translation of the grating in z-direction can he seen and 
rotations of the grating around the z-axis and x-or y-axis. A translation in the horizontal plane 
will have no effect on theemerging beam due tothefact that the center of the beam determines 
the position of the orders of maximum. Therefore if the grating is moved in the horizontal plane 
this will have no effect on the direction of the emerging beam. All of the translations and rotations 
of the grating are related to the position of the mirror. What must be prevented always is that a 
part of the beam falls besides the grating. 

A rotation around the x- or ycaxis will have the same effect as a intersecting beam with an 
oblique angle. In that case the grating equation is given by [13]: 

(6.4) 

Where d is the grating constant, ei is the angle of incidence, em is the angle of the mth order 
of maximum. The effect of a rotation from the grating is calculated with help of the programs 
hk3d.m and hk2d.m. This time the vector of theemerging beam (Lin) is multiplied with a rotation 
matrix (Ré) representing the error in alignment. A translation error is included by adding an error 
vector (Té) to the original vector. In formula this is expressed by: 

(6.5) 

The resulting deviations in x' and y' coordinates of the spot from the different translations and 
rotations of the grating are represented in appendix F. In the table below all deviations in the x' 
and y' coordinates resulting from different deviations in the probe are given. All deviations are of 
the same magnitude and therefore it can be seen from the table which deviation in the probe has 
the largest effect on the spot position. 

The spot size will he affected as a result of a change in optical distance from the grating to the 
detector. However this change is negligible compared to a change as a result of a misalignment 
from the fiber on the lens. 
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Figure 6.10: The effect in the beam propagation from a shape error in the mirror. 
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Figure 6.11: Errors in the placement of the grating with a resulting beam deviation. 

As a result of the finite accuracy with which the detector can be positioned a deviation in the 
x' and y' coordinates of the spot will occur. The different placement errors of the detector are 

represented in figure 6.12 
The resulting deviations in the measured x' and y' coordinates of the spot are represented 

in appendix G in figures G2-G13. The calculated deviations in the measured spotposition are 

presented in the table below. . 
As was shown previously a deviation in form or position of a component influences the spot 

position on the detector and therefore also the spot displacement on the detector when the stylus 
is moved in space. In the following table the separate possible deviations are listed with their 
largestoutput resulting from a deviation of ±1 degree for rotations and a deviation of ±0.1 mm 
for displacements for a rotation of ±3 degrees around the x-axis or y-axis. After the magnitude 
of the resulting deviation a letter is placed, indicating the dependenee of the resulting deviation 
on the rotation angle, l indicates a linear dependency and k indicates a quadratical dependence. 
A combination of the letters l and k indicates a non-linear /non quadratical dependenee 
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Figure 6.12: Possible deviations in the alignment of the detector. 

deviation magnitude rotation around x-axis rotation around y-axis 
of deviation deviation on detector deviation on detector 

x'-position y'-position x'-position y'-position 
beam-grating (x) 0.1mm 4.5 l 0.1 k 0 0.3 
beam-grating (y) 0.1mm 0.05 k 4.3 l 0 0 
mirror (top angle) 10 32 l 0.05 k 0 8 
mirror ( angle K.) 10 -0.4 lk 23 l 9 l 0.04 
grating-mirror 0.1 mm 0.6 l 0.015 k 0 0.04 
fiber-grating (Rx) 10 2.3 1k 45 l 4 lk << 0.06 
fiber-grating (Ry) 10 45 0.45 k 0 -10 
grating (Rz) 10 0.23 lk 6 1 0.6 lk << 0.06 
detector ( xd) 0.1 mm 5 l -0.18 k 0 8 
detector (yd) 0.1 mm 0 0 0 0 
detector ( zd) 0.1 mm 2 l -0.06 k 0 3 
detector (Rx) 10 1 lk 20 l 35 l 0.3 
detector (Ry) 10 10 l 0.38 k 0 -18 
detector (Rz) 10 -1.5 k 7.5 1 13 l 0.07 

k 

lk 
lk 
k 

lk 

l 

l 
l 
lk 
lk 

From th1s tab1e lt can be seen that the rotat10n of the gratmg around the x- or y-BXJ.s and an 
error in the top ang1e of the pyramid have the largest effects on the deviations. 

From the calculated results presented in appendices F and G it can be concluded that inde
pendenton the dependenee of the rotation angle all coordinate deviations are linearly dependent 
on the size of the probe deviation. 

6.5 Change in spot shape 

As a result of the rotations of the mirrorpyramid the shape of the spots on the detectors will change. 
The detector determines the position of the spot with use of the spot center. A non-eireular spot 
shape does not resu1t in any deviation as long as the shape is constant for all movements. However 
as a result of the rotation of the mirror pyramid the spot shape will change with the spot position. 
This is shown schematically in figure 6.13 for a pure rotation of the mirror around the z-axis and 
around the y-axis. 

The result of a change in shape of the spot is a movement of the centre of gravity within the 
spot. Therefore the measured spot position changes also. The process of a change in spot shape 
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Figure 6.13: The change in spot shape over the detector as a result of rotations of the mirror 
pyramid. The eentres of gravity are indicated with a black dot. 
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Figure 6.14: The change in spot diameter as a result of a rotating mirror. 

is schernatically given in figure 6.14. The diameter of the spot changes according to the next 
formula: 

d 
ds = --:-:----:--:-

sin(90- 2r) 
(6.6) 

Where r represents the rotation angle and d the beam diameter of the beam intersecting with 
the detector. For a rotation around the y-axis of 2.3° with an original beam diameter of 406 J.Lm 
this results in a new bearn diameter of 407,3 J.Lm. The centre of gravity, deterrnining the spot 
position, changes approximately one fourth of this, resulting in a maximum deviation of 0.4 J.Lm. 
This deviation exists for an ideal detector as well as for a non-linear detector. 

6.6 Non-linearity effects in a PSD 

As already rnentioned in chapter 3 a Position Sensitive Detector is used for the position deter
rnination. This Position Sensitive Detector is schematically represented in figure 6.15. Van Vliet 
(16] dernonstrated that these detectors are nonlinear. To be able to determine the effect of this 
non-linearityin the position error, the working of the detector has to be understood. It was shown 
in the previous sections of this chapter that the spot size can change on the detector surface. It 
may be possible that this effect of a change in spot size inftuences the determination of the spot 
position. Therefore in the following part of this section the working of the PSD, to be used in this 
probe systern and used by Van Vliet (Sitek 2L4SP) will be discussed and the influence of a change 
in spot size and shape will be investigated. 

The norninal coordinates of the spot center are determined by this detector according to the 
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next formulas: 

x' = 

y' = 

lal- Ia2 L 

lal+ Ia2 2 
Iel- Ic2 L 
Ic1 + Ic2 2 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

Where L represents the totallength of the detector. Any non-linearity in the currents will cause 
an error in the measured position of the spot. What has to be known and understood now is how 
these currents are affected when a spot is movedover the detector surface or when the diameter 
of the spot is changed. Therefore the internal structure of the PSD is important. 

Figure 6.15: Schematical drawing of the principles of a PSD. 

6.6.1 Internal structure of the Position Sensitive Detector 

The position sensitive detector consists of a number of doped layers in a semiconductor material 
forming a diode. The diode used in the probe of Van Vliet [16] is made from silicon. In figure 
6.16 the diode is represented schematically. As can be seen in this figure the diode consists of 
five different doped layers. The top layer is a layer doped heavily by acceptors. Acceptars are 
atoms with one electron less compared to a neutral silicon atom, when placed in the structure 
of silicon it is able to absorb an electron from it nearby silicon atom, leaving behind a vacancy 
(hole). A material doped by acceptars therefore contains a large amount of holes. The second 
layer is also doped by acceptors, but with a smaller density. The third layer consists of intrinsic, 
or none doped silicon. The fourth and the fifth layers are doped by donors, of which the fifth layer 
is doped with a higher density. Donors are atoms containing in its neutral state one electron more 
compared to neutral silicon. When these atoms are placed in the structure of silicon the extra 
electron can be set free from this atom very easily (for example as aresult of theqnal excitation). 
It is now a free electron in the materialleaving behind a positive charged ion. Material doped by 
donors contains a large amount of free electrans and is therefore able to conduct a current very 
easy. To understand why this structure is chosen, the band structure is discussed in the following 
subsection. 

6.6.2 Band structure 

The .position of the Fermi-energy in the bandgap is related. to the doping rate. When p-type 
material is connected ton-type material the equilibrium state ensures an overall constant Fermi
energy as is shown in figure 6.17. In this figure the band structure of the Position Sensitive 
Detector is shown. The potential difference between the different layers of the diode is effected by 
the doping concentration of the different layers [11]. 

When light falls on a diode under certain conditions a photoelectric effect can occur. This 
means that the energy of a photon can cause an electron ( e-) to leave its orbit around an atom, 
teaving behind a hole (h+ ). In formula this is represented as follows: 
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Figure 6.16: Schematical drawing of the internal structure of the Position Sensitive Detector made 
by Sitek {2L4SP ). 
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Figure 6.17: Bandstructure of the Position Sensitive Detector in equilibrium. The numbers given 
are typical for silicium. 

(6.9) 

where hv is the energy of a photon, with h representing Planck's constant, h+ represents a hole 
and e- represents an electron. The position where this photoelectric effect takes place is in the 
intrinsic layer (i). There a photon will create an electron-hole pair (see figure 6.18 step 1). The 
electron is placed in the conduction band and the hole is placed in the valenee band (see figure 
6.18 step 2). As a result of the potential difference between the n- -material and the intrinsic 
layer an electron will move toward the n--materiaL Due to the extra potential difference with the 
n++ -layer the electron will move on to the n++ -layer and from there to the metallic strips (see 
figure 6.18 step 3). 

The hole resulting from the photoelectric effect will move towards the p--material as a result 
of the potential difference between this layer and the intrinsic layer. It will also move on as a 
result of the extra potential difference with the p++ -layer (see figure 6.18 step 3). That is also the 
reason the detector is constructed in 5 layers. First the holes and electrous are guided away from 
the intrinsic layer as quick as possible and then to the metallic contacts. In practice a reverse bias 
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potential is put on the PSD, the result is a difference in Fermi-energy for the different layers in 
the detector as sketched in figure 6.18. Therefore an increasing potential difference between the 
different layers is formed which results in a higher velocity of the electrans and holes towards the 
different layers. 

I 
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I 
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3 
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Figure 6.18: Bandstructure of the Position Sensitive Detector operating in a reversed bias mode. 
With the different steps of electron hole pair generation {1), movement o.f hole towards valenee 
and electron towards conduction band {2) and finally the movement in the direction o.f the metallic 
cantacts {3). 

Looking back at figure 6.16 it can be concluded that the currents Ia1 and Ia2 are a result of 
electron-conduction and the currents Iel and lc2 are aresult of 'hole conduction' and can therefore 
be considered as input currents. 

6.6.3 Causes of non-linearity 

From the previous subsection it can be concluded that the x-position is a function of the currents 
resulting from hole conduction and the y-position is a function of the currents resulting from the 
electron conduction. The question is now: what determines the quantity of theseparate currents 
(lal, Ia2, lc1 and Ic2) and thus what effectscan cause non-linearities? Possible causes can be found 
in: 

• Varying doping level over the different layers 

• Reflection of the beam on the contacts 

• Curvature of the electric fields as a result of the placement of the cantacts 

• Varying efficiency of the generation of electron-hole pairs over the surface of the PSD 

• Varying resistance density over the total PSD 

These possible causes are discussed briefly below. 

Varying doping level 

The donation level determines the position of the Fermi-energy in the band structure of the diode 
in equilibrium and therefore it determines the difference in energies of the conduction band and 
valenee band between the different layers of materials. The doping degree determines the potential 
differences for the electrans and holes between the different layers. When a differing doping degree 
of one layer exists over the surface of the detector it can be regarcled as a resulting difference in 
resistance for the photocurrent. This will be discussed later. 
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Refiection on cantacts 

When the beam is at the edges of the detector this can result in a partial refiection of the beam 
on the contacts. Therefore not the whole active area of the detector can be used. The total area 
that can be used is limited to 4x4 mm inside a total area of 5.2x5.2 mm. 

Curvature of the electric field 

Due to the bias voltage applied on the diode an electric field results in the diode. With the four 
cantacts placed at one side the field curvature would be symmetrical and the acceleration of the 
electrous and holes would be symmetrical. However in the Sitek diode the contacts for x-position 
and the cantacts for y-position are placed at the opposite side of the material (as is shown in 
figure 6.16). This placement will distart the electric field in an unknown manner. Therefore the 
exact direction of the current is unknown and is not as in an ideal detector the shortest way to 
the contacts. The deviation of the direction of the currents can also be expressed as a result of a 
varying resistance density over the surface of the detector. 

Varying efficiency 

The electron-hole pair generation takes place in the intrinsic layer of the diode. From there the 
electrans are guided to the bottorn of the diode and the holes are guided to the top of the diode as 
a result of the potential difference over the diode. The generated currents (electron and hole) will 
be distributed to the cantacts according to Ohm's law. Depending on the difference in resistance 
on the left side of the spot and on the right side of the spot the total electron current will be 
divided and a part of the current will go to the left and the other part will go to the right. In 
figure 6.19 a cross-section of the detector in x'-direction is given. 

light beam 

light beam 2 

Figure 6.19: Cross-section of the detector in the direction of x with the resistances for two different 
beam positions. 

In this figure two different beam positions are drawn with the directions of their currents and 
the resistances experienced in the direction of these currents. The current as a result of light 
beam 1 experiences a resistance R1Lon the left side and a resistance Rm on the right side. The 
current as aresult of light beam 2 experiences a resistance R2Lon the left side and a current R2R 
on the right side. Both currents move towards the left side of the diode. For an ideal diode with 
a constant resistance density over the diode these resistances are proportional to the position. 

In the case of an ideal detector a sketch of the working principle is given in figure 6.20. 
Where I is the total photocurrent. Applying Kirchhoff's laws on this circuit results in the 

following formulas for both currents: 
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Figure 6.20: Equivalent circuit of the current division of the Position Sensitive Detector. 

RR(x') I 
RL(x') + RR(x') 

RL(x') I 
RL(x') + RR(x') 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

Suppose the resistance density is given by p(x'), for anideal probe this is a constant (p). The 
resistances R1 and Ra for an ideal detector can then be calculated as follows: 

11' L 
= p(x')dx' = p(- -x') 

2 
(6.12) 

l x L 
p(x')dx' = p(- +x') 

_k. 2 
2 

(6.13) 

Here the assumption is made that the doped layers are thin compared to the length of the detector. 
Substituting the two equations for RL and RR into formulas 6.10 and 6.11 results in: 

2x' = (1+r;)I 

(1- 2x' )I 
L 

Solving these two equations for x gives formula 6. 7. 

Varying resistance density 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

A possible cause for a position error is the fact that for a beam entering the diode at another 
position the efficiency of electron-hole generation is different. With the efficiency of electron-hole 
generation is meant the number of electron-hole pairs generated per photon. This efficiency is 
also a function of the position on the diode and therefore the current generated by the beam is a 
function of the place on the detector. In formula this is represented as follows: 

Ir= b(x',y')Ii (6.16) 

Using formulas 6.14 and 6.15 and replacing I with Ir the result for the two currents becomes: 

lal (1 
2x') b(x', y')Ii 

+ L 2 

(1 - 2x') b(x',y')Ii 
L 2 

The x-position of the spot is determined with use of formula 6.7 and the resultant is: 

lal - Ia2 L 2t' b(x', y')Ii L , __;,;,_-----= --=x 
lal + Ia2 2 b(x', y')Ii 2 
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Therefore it can be concluded that the differing efficiency as a function of the spot position has 
no infiuence in the actual determination of the spot position. 

Due to the non-uniform distribution of the donors and acceptars and due to the fact that 
the layers are not of equal thickness over the totallength the resistance density will also he non
uniform over the diode. As can be seen figure 6.19, part I1L travels through a different part 
of the diode compared to part I2L. Therefore the resistance is not proportional to the position 
of the beam but is a function of the place of the spot on the diode. The total resistance for 
the measurement of the x'-position of the spot can berepresentedas a function consisting of a 
constant term (representing the ideal diode) and a resistance as a function of the spot position 
(x' ,y'). Also the partial resistances left and right can be expressed as a constant term with a 
variabie term depending on the real spot position (x',y'). In formula this is represented as: 

Rx(x',y') = Rf+R~(x',y') 

RL(x',y') RiL+ R~L(x',y') 

R'R(x',y') = RiR + R~R(x',y') 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

Here R(x' ,y') represents the total resistance experienced by the total current at a spot position 
(x' ,y'). R; represents this resistance of the ideal detector. RL( x' ,y') represents the resistance 
experienced by the part of the current going to contact number 1 (see figure 6.16). Substituting 
these formulas into equations 6.10 and 6.11, and the resulting currents into equation 6.7 gives: 

lal- Ia2.!::, = (1 - 2RL(x',y')).!::, 
Ia1+Ia2 2 Rx(x',y') 2 

(6.23) 

Therefore the output is not a measure of the real position of the detector! It can be concluded 
that a differing resistance over the surface of the detector is a cause of the non-linearity of the 
detector. 

Measurements of the non-linearity conducted by Van Vliet (see figures 6.21 and 6.22 [16]) were 
dorre by rnaving the laserbeam over the detector in a known way and the real position of the 
beam (given by CMM) was substracted from the measured beam position by the detector. The 
movement of the beam was dorre by a Coordinate Measuring Machine which was calibrated with 
a laser interferometer. The position of this CMM was determined with an inaccuracy in the order 
of 0.1 t-tm. The result was a depicted as the non-linearityin x'-direction and the non-linearityin 
y'-direction. This non-linearity is a very wild function over the surface of the PSD and different 
for both coordinates. 

The difference for both coordinates can be explained by the fact that the material of the PSD 
has a different composition in the x'-direction and in the y'-direction. And as aresult of this the 
function for the resistance density is different for bath directions. The question is: How should 
these two figures be interpreted? 

Suppose that only difference in resistance causes the non-linearity. Then the function in figure 
5.5 represents: 

Xmeas- Xid 

= 

(1 - 2RL(x',y')). !::_ _ (1 - 2RfL(x',y')). !::_ 
Rx(x', y') 2 Rix(x', y') 2 

(2RfL _ 2RfL +R~L(x',y')). !::_ 
Rf Rf + R~(x',y') 2 

2RfLR:',(x', y')- R~L(x', y')J4 L 
Rf(R'f + R;.(x,y)) 2 

(6.24) 

So the measured x position is actually the ideal position plus the function stated in the last 
formula. Since the measurement of this function reaches values of 20 t-tm. But this value also 
contains a repeatable non-linearity. The residue for the non-repeatable linearity has a standard 
deviation of 0.23 t-tm which is composed of detector noise and CMM noise. Therefore it can be 
concluded that the uncertainty of a spot position optimal corrected for non-linearity of the PSD 
will be in the range of 0.20 J.Lffi. However this is fora constant spot diameter. 
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Figure 6.21: Non-linearityin the x'-direction of the PSD as a function of the grid position, mea
sured by Van Vliet. 

Figure 6.22: Non-linearity in the y'-direction of the PSD as a function of the grid position, mea
sured by Van Vliet. 

If the diameter or the shape of the spot would change during prohing this could also cause an 
additional error which will he much smaller than the measured 40 p,m, due to averaging effects, 
but which is much harder to determine. Also this correction is dependent on the position of the 
spot on the detector. The effect of this change in spot size can not heseen from equation 6.24 since 
only a part of the beam enters the detector at another position. The effect of a change in spot size 
can only he determined with use of an experiment. This experiment would he to change the spot 
size or shape in a known way and measuring the effect on the measured spot position. However 
to he able to conclude the exact effect of only a change in spot size or shape the laserbeam has to 
he very stable. This because of the fact that for an unstable spot the spreading of photons over 
the spot surface is not uniform in time and could therefore produce other errors. Unfortunately 
it has notbeen possible to carry out this experiment. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

In this chapter the conclusions resulting from the previous chapters are given and recommendations 
for further investigations are presented. 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis a uurober of alternative configurations for the optical system of the probe are given. 
All of them were based on a reduction of the number of light sources. As a result of the positive 
qualities of the optica! fibers with respect to mode filtering and beam stability, it was chosen to 
use an optica! fiber to conneet the light souree in the probe. The stability probieros when moving 
the probe are most probably a result of the fiber couplers which conneet the fiber in the probe. A 
new design must be made for this coupler, based on technology used in modern communication 
technology. 

From the different possible configurations the configuration with the crossed phase grating was 
chosen to examine in more detail. It appears that the phase grating is a good alternative to use 
in the probe instead of beam splitters. Especially because of the good overtravel capacity as a 
result of the minor volume of the grating. As a result of the use of a phase grating four first order 
beams are formed instead of three. The fourth beam can be used as a control measurement. 

A comparison of a Position Sensitive Detector as used by Van Vliet and a CCD-chip showed 
that for measurement speeds higher than 1 mm/s it is not possible to use a CCD-chip since the 
sampling rate of the CCD-chip is not large enough. 

The development of the optica! path showed that a configuration using one lens is sufReient 
for a good working of the probe. It creates an approximately parallel beam with a radius of 200 
J..LID. 

The configuration with the same resolution as the design of Van Vliet is however a little larger 
compared to the design of Van Vliet. It is presented in figure 7.1 and in figure 7.2 the relevant 
dimensions are given. 

Simulations showed that it is possible to detect a displacement of the stylus tip with a resolution 
of 0.1 J..LID in x, y and z in a range of 1.2 mm. 

The analysis also showed that an alignment or form deviation in the top angle of the mirror 
and alignment error of the grating along with the fiber had most infl.uence on the spot position on 
the detector. 

A closer examination of the working of the PSD's showed a number of possible causes for 
the non-linearity of the detectors. The main cause can be expected to emerge from the varying 
resistance over the PSD, due to the non-homogenous donation of the materials the resistance will 
vary for different spot positions. Therefore also a change in spot size will infl.uence the accuracy 
of the determination of the spot position. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

Since the exact characteristics of the suspension are not known, further research is recommended 
to understand the exact movement of the stylus as a result of contact with a work piece. Because 
of the complex structure of the suspension this can be clone with a finite element method. 

A new coupler for the fiber in the probe should be develloped and tested on its stability during 
accelerations and movements. 

To be able to retrieve the stylus position from the four spot positions a retrieval program must 
be written. This program should take the possible infiuences on the uncertainty into consideration. 
Consiclering these possible infiuences a good calibration method should he developed based on the 
retrieval program. 

To know the quantity of the influence of a change in spot size on the position determination of 
the detector a measurement should be carried out in which everything is kept constant except the 
spot position is varied. Care must he taken to use a stabie laser because otherwise the infiuence 
of the laser will be measured also. 

Further thermal influences must be taken into account. At this moment only allgument and 
form deviations are considered but to get a complete idea of the uncertainty of the probe also 
thermal infiuences should be taken into consideration. 
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Figure 7.1: Three dimensional view of the new designed probe system. 
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Figure 7.2: Two dimensional view of the new designed probe system along with the dimensions. 
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Appendix A 

Intensity distribution calculation 

In this appendix the intensity distribution of the phase grating as a function of the number of 
maximum will be calculated. The intensity distribution after passing the gratingis given by the 
following formula [1]: 

The formula for spatial speetral amplitudes (according to formula 3.2) was given by: 

Where kx = k sin() is the spatial frequency, schematically given in figure A.1 

------
groting 

I 
I 
I 

plone of 
observotion 

Figure A.1: Representation of the spatial frequency. 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

The phase grating should omit certain orders and therefore negative interference is necessary 
in those orders, for other orders of maximum positive interference is necessary. Therefore the 
transmission function of the phase grating to be used would be: 

T(x) = T1 (x) + T2 (x) (A.3) 
Q-1 

with t 1(x) = {~ lxl :S ~} T1(x) L t 1(x- qd) lxl > ~ and q = 0, 1, 2, ... (A.4) 
q=O 

Q-1 

with t 1(x) = { 
0 lxl :S ~ } T2(x) = L t2(x- qd) lxl>~ andq=0,-1,-2, ... (A.5) 

q=O 
-1 

Where Q is the total number of illuminated slits. This transmission function is schematically 
represented in figure A.2. 
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T(x} 

1/2 
-1 

Figure A.2: The transmission function of the grating. 

The speetral amplitude then can be calculated as follows: 

A.l The first part of the integral 

In this section the fust part of the integral for the speetral amplitude given in formula A.6, is 
calculated. By changing the Sigma operator and the integral together with change of the borders 
the integral can be rewritten as is shown in the next formula: 

(A.7) 

The integral part now is a Fourier transformation of a block signal. A block signal represented by: 

Pa(t) = {~ 

According to [10] the Fourier transformation of this Block function is given by: 

( ) 
2sin(~aw) 

Pa W = ---'-'"----....:.. 
w 

Therefore the first part of the integral for the speetral amplitude becomes: 

h = 

A.2 The second. part of the integral 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

(A.ll) 

(A.l2) 

· In this section the secoud part of the integral for the speetral amplitude is calculated. The secoud 
part of the integral is represented according to: 

(A.l3) 
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T2(x) 

Figure A.3: Schematical representation of the second transmission function. 

As can be seen in figure A.3 the transmission function in this integral is of the form of the block 
function but inverted in sign and transferred in x-direction over a distance ~· 

In Fourier terms a translation over a distance ~ is represented by eik"~. Therefore the second 
part of the integral can be rewritten and calculated as follows. 

Q-1 00 

I2 = t:o L eikxqd J t2(x- qd)eik"(x-qd)dx 
q=O -oo 

Q-1 00 

eo L eik.,qdeikxt J -t1(x- qd)eik"(x-qd)dx 
q=O -oo 

Q-1 

col L eik"qdeikx ~ *-sin c( ~kxl) 
q=O 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.l6) 

Now both parts of the integral are calculated the formula for the speetral amplitude can be found. 

A.3 The speetral amplitude 

The formula for the speetral amplitude is now: 

Q-1 

t:o(kx) = eol sin c(~kxl) L eik,qd ( 1 - eik"t) 
q=O 

(A.17) 

This formula can be further simplified, the power expansion can be represented as follows: 

Q-1 

2::: eik"qd 

q=O 

= 

1- ék"Qd 
1 _ ékxd 

eik"Q~ e-ikxQ~ - eikxQ1 eikxQ1 

eikx 1 e-ikx ~ - ékx 1 ékx ~ 
"k Q d "k Q d "k Q d e' x 2 ( e-• " 2 - e' "' 2) 

"k " "k d "k '1 e' x2(e-• x2- e' "'2) 

= eik"(Q- 1)1 sin(~Qkxd) 
sin(~kxd) 

The square of the absolute from this power expansion is now given by: 

Therefore the square of the absolute from the speetral amplitude is represented as follows: 
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(A.18) 

(A.19) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 



With use of the following: 

this becomes: 

1 _ eikx~ _e-ik.,~ + 1 
1 = 2- 2cos('2kxl) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

This is the resulting formula for the spatial speetral amplitude. With the use of this formula the 
intensity distribution after the grating can be calculated. 

A.4 The intensity distribution 

The intensity distribution calculated with the use of formula A.1 becomes: 

(A.28) 

To see which 'maximum' is transmitted and which is not this formula is rewritten to the intensity 
distribution of the maxima with heuse of formula 3.1. Taken into account that l = ~d and kx = 
k sine = k';>. and also remembering that k represents the wave number the intensity distri bution 
of the maxima of a diffraction grating with a transmission function as given in formula A.3 is given 
by: 

(A.29) 

And because m is an integer number the last formula can be rewritten as Q2• 
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Appendix B 

Thermal expansion of the grating 

The equation for linear thermal expansion is given by [14] to be: 

i:l.d = dai:l.T (B.l) 

The grating formula is given by: 

dsine = m>. (B.2) 

This formula shows clearly that the diffraction angle e depends implicitly on the temperature by 
the gratingconstant d. Therefore it can be seen that: 

(B.3) -=--
i:l.T i:l.di:l.T 

In this we can substitute the fust expression by da (equation B.l). Differentiating the grating 
formula toe we get: 

Therefore 

od 
ae 

m>.cose 

sin2 e 

sin2 e 
m>.cose 

sine 
dcose 

Substituting this formula into the first expression of B.3 we eventually get: 

,6.0 --adsine-- e 
f:l.T- dcose - atan 

For small angles e this can be rewritten in to: 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

By this we have found the expression for the change in angle of maxima due to a change in 
temperature. 
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Appendix C 

Mathernaties of projection 

C .1 Calculation of the direction of the reflected light beam 

In this appendix the exact calculations are given which are done to determine the direction of the 
refl.ected beam when given the direction of the incident lightbeam and the normal of the plane of 
refl.ection. 

(C.1) 

The normal of the mirrorplane, a unity vector on the mirror surface, is given by : 

[ 
1 l -rr- o 

tana 
(C.2) 

(C.3) 

-;;tT-;;t = [ 1 0 tana ] [ ~ ] = 1 + tan2 a 
tana 

(C.4) 

The projection matrix now becomes: 

p = ::; = _1_+_t-~-n"""2 -a [ ~ ~ ta~ a ] 
tana 0 tan2 a 

(C.5) 

The direction of the incident lightbeam is given by: 

[ 

tanB l 
DLin =À ~1 (C.6) 

The direction of the refl.ected lightbeam is calculated as follows: 
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2tano 
l+tan2 o 

0 
2tan

2
o -1 

l+tan2 o 

[ 

2tanl1 _ tanB _ 2tano l 
l+tan2 o l+tan2 o 

->. 0 
2tan otanll + 1 _ 2tan2

• o 
l+tan'l o l+tan2 o 

This is equivalent with formula (5.8). 

C.2 The intersection point 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

In this section the calculation of the intersection point of the incident lightbeam and the mirror 
plane is given. The parameter representation of the diffracted beam emerging from the grating is 
represented by: 

The parameter representation of the mirror in rest is given by: 

The intersection point can be calculated by equating these two formulas: 

[ ~ l + À [ '~,
0 l [ ! l +fi [ n + 7 

[ ~la l 
This gives the following equations for >., (3 and "'/: 

With the following solutions: 

>. 

(3 

>..tanB "Ytana 

(3 = 0 

Z[- Zs- À -"'f 

Zs- Zi 

tanB- tana 
0 

Zs- Zi 
-~--=--- + (zs - Zi) 
tanB- tana 

Filling in the result for >. in equation (C.9) gives as aresult the intersection point: 

X= 0 Zs- Z[ Q 
[ 

0 l [ tanB l 
z

1 
+ tanB- tana _ 1 
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(C.9) 

(C.lO) 

(C.ll) 

(C.12) 

(C.l3) 

(C.14) 

(C.l5) 

(C.l6) 

(C.17) 

(C.l8) 



Appendix D 

Intersection point with detector 

In this Appendix the intersectionpoint of the reflected lightbeam with the detector is calculated. 

The surface of the detector can be expressed by the following parameter representation (5.10): 

D ~[·n+,[n+"[rJ (D.1) 

where G 
2tan2 a 2tanatanB 

(D.2) = 
1 + tan2 a 

-
1 + tan2 a 

-1 

and! = 
2 e 2tana 

( - 1) tan -
1 + tan2 a 1 + tan2 a 

(D.3) 

The beam refiected by the rotated mirror can be expressed by the following parameter represen
tation: 

[ 
.\ tane l [ M l Lout = 0 +T N 
Z!-À 0 

(D.4) 

Whe'e the matdx [ ~ ] ;, equal to the di,ectional vecto, in formula 5.22 and >. is given by 

equation (C.l5). 
Now equating D=Lout for each coördinate separately gives the equations: 

.\tane +TM 

TN 
Z!- À+T0 

Solving these equations for T gives: 

xv+GTJ 
é 

.\(JtanB + G)- (Ixv- Gz1) 
T= OG-MI 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

The intersectionpoint is now expressed by the formula for Lout with T expressed by formula (D.8). 
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Appendix E 

Simulation Program 

The program used to simulate the displacements on the detectors as a result of a movement of the 
styluspyramid is given below. 
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'I; HK2D 
\; 

Pragram to calculate the displacement on detector 1 
as a result of a displacement from the mirror. 

fs 
t 
is 

Input parameters are the rot.ation ax:i.s (hl) and the angle 
around this ax.is (h2) the rotation ar01md th(~ z-axis a.nd 
the translat.ions in respectively x,y and z-direction. 

ls 

t 
is 
·~ 

s 
ls 
'i; 

% 
fs 

1; 
\; 

fs 
t 
is 
Ï5 

l:; 

ls 
'i; 

s 

z-as 

I 
I 
I\ 
I 
I ' I Lin 

I ' 
I 
I\ \ 

detector 

I 
I \ Lout I 

I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I I ' I 
1------'--------------

S -t..1.l1-~C;.cosijns 
9 november 1998 

_______ x-··as 

mirror 

u------------------------------------------------------------------
:::lear all; 
:::lose all; 
format long; 

~ deelaratien of variables 

thetag=8; % diffraction ang~e grac1ng 
theta=thetag*pi/180;% transformation from deg:r.·ees - :r.ad 
:tlphag=59; % top angle of rnir:nn· w1.th z···axis 
:tlpha=alphag*pi/180;% transformation to rad 
rx=O; % translation in x-direction 
ry=1e-7; % translation in y-direction 
rz=O; % translation in Z·-direct:ion 
zs=5e-3; % interseet ion of mirror with z···axis ln rest 
zl=35e-3; % inte:r.·r3ection of grating with z-axis 
x:d=30e-3; % intersectien of det(:ct:or surface with x-axis 
x:xb=input('Starting value rotatien axis (hl) in degrees: '); 
x:xe=input ('End value rota ti on axis (hl) in degrees: '); 
yyb=input( 'Starting value of rotation angle (h2) in degrees: '); 
yye=input ( 'End value of rotation angle (h2) in degrees: ') ; 
x:ig=input('Rotation angle around z-axis in degrees: '); 
staph1=(xxb-xxe}/10;% step sJze angle of rota.tion axis 
staph2=·(yyb-yye}/10;% st:ep siz<·: rot:at:ion ang.h~ 

Figure E.l: 
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% Defini ti on beam com.ing from grating (Lin) 

Xl=[O 0 zl] '; 
DLin=[tan(theta) 0 -1] '; 

% starting position Lin 
% direction vector Lin 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
xi=xig*(pi/180); 
hoek1=[xxb:staph1:xxe]; 
hoek2=[yyb:staph2:yye]; 

iii=O; 
for h1g=hoek1 

h1=h1g*pi/180; 
iii=iii+1; 
jjj=O; 
for h2g=hoek2 

jjj=jjj+1; 
h2=h2g*pi/180; 

% t.ransforma.t.ion frcnn degr(7.es in rad 
% array from angle rotatien axis 
% array from rotatien angles 

% counter 

% transf.orrrtation d~:;;gr<·?.es .i.n rad 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% definition rotatior1 matrices 

Rzh1p=[cos(h1) -sin(h1) O;sin(h1) cos(h1) 0;0 0 1]; 
Ryh2=[cos(h2) 0 -sin(h2) ;0 1 O;sin(h2) 0 cos(h2)]; 
Rzh1m=[cos(h1) sin(h1) 0;-sin'(h1) cos(h1) 0;0 0 1]; 
Rxy=Rzhlp*Ryh2*Rzh1m; % rotati.OTh."natr:i.x for rotat.~con arounà an 

% arbitrary axis in horizontal plane 
Rz=[cos(xi) -sin(xi) O;sin(xi) cos(xi) 0;0 0 1]; 

R=Rxy*Rz; 

% rctation rnatrix for rotation 
% around z -·axi s 
% Over all rotatien matrix 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% defi.r1iti.cln tr·arlslation vector· 

T=[Tx Ty Tz] '; % ranslation vector 

~t ........... . 

% defini t.i on normal on mi.r.·:rorplane 

normaal=[1 0 tan(alpha)] '; 
normaalT=[l 0 tan(alpha)]; 

normaalrot=R*normaal; 
normaalrotT=normaalrot'; 

% definition normal vector 
% transposed normal vector 

% rot.a.t.ed norrnal vecto:c 
% transposed normal vector 

Figure E.2: 
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%------------------------------------------------------------------
% calculation of reflection matrix 

Teller=normaalrot*normaalrotTi 
Noemer=normaalrotT*normaalroti 

P=Teller/Noemeri 
I=[1 0 OiO 1 OiO 0 1li 

F=2.*P-Ii 

DLout=F*DLini 

% Projection matrix 

% reflection matrix 

% direction reflected beam 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% definition mirrorplane 

Sstart=[O 0 zsl'i 
Sgamma=[tan(alpha) 0 -1] 'i 
Sbeta= [0 1 0] 'i 

% start:i.ng po:tnt mirrorpla.nt== 
% direct:ional vector ir1 xz-plane 
% directior1al vector in y·-direction 

\~ rotated and t:r-anslated mirrorplane 
% Translation only influences the st.art.ing vector, 
% rotatien influences bath starting vector· and dj.rectiona.l veetors 

Srtstart=T+R*Sstarti 
Srgamma=R*Sgammai 
Srbeta=R*Sbetai 

% t:ransfor.·med start:.ing point 
% transformed directional vector in xz-plane 
% transformed directional vector in y-direction 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculatior1 inter·section poi.r1t refr·acted beam with transformed 
~; mi.:r:rornlan<é! 
% 

I a. I id 
I bi +bE~ta I(-? 
I c I ! 

a=Srtstart(1,1) i 

b=Srtstart(2,1) i 

c=Srtstart(3,1) i 

d=Srbeta(1,1); 
e=Srbeta(2,1) i 

f=Srbeta(3,1); 

g=Srgamma(1,1li 
h=Srgamma ( 2, 1) i 

i1=Srgamma(3,1) i 

:f. 

s "' Lin 

+gtlmma 
g J mi 
h k + l.ambda nj 
.i ·'· al 

Figure E.3: 
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j1=Xl (1,1); 
k=Xl (2 ,1); 
l=Xl (3,1); 

m=DLin(1,1l; 
n=DLin(2,1); 
o=DLin(3,1); 

MATR=(-m d g;-n e h;-o f il]; 
LVEC=[jl-a;k-b;l-c]; 

lbg=MATR\LVEC; 
lambda1=lbg(1,1); 

% solving the valnes for lambda, beta and gamma 
% taking value lambda 

X=[lambda1*tan(thetal 0 zl-lambda1] '; 
% int(~rsection point: bearn with rnirr·or 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% definitie detectorplane 
% 
% 

% D"' 
% 

la•'- I 
jbbJ + epsilon 
I cel 

aa=xd; 
bb=O; 
cc=O; 

dd=O; 
ee=1; 
ff=O; 

lddl (gq/ 
I (0E: l + (0ta i hh! 

% x, y, z componE:nt.s 
% from the 
% starting vector= [aa bb cc] ' 

% x, y, z component.es from the 
% directional vect.o:t. .. :::: fdd ee ff)' 
% in y-directi.on 

gg=2*(((tan(alpha))A2-
((tan(alpha))*(tan(theta)) ))/(1+((tan(alpha))A2lll-1; 
hh=O; 
ii=2*( ((tan(theta))-(tan(alphalll/(1+((tan(alpha))A2)))-tan(theta); 

~5 cornponent.s .trom the d.i.rect:i.onal vecto:t~ 

% in the xz-pla.ne 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Det:errnining t:lv:-~ int:ers.;:-~ct:ion point of tht-1 r{::::flf:ct:ed b;=:a .. rn \ .. ;ith à:..:-;t:(3ctor 
% D=Lout 

j j =X ( 1. 1); 
kk=X(2,1); 
ll=X(3 ,1); 

mm=DLout (1,1); 
nn=DLout(2,1); 
oo=DLout(3,1); 

% components of tb€~ i.ntE"-:rsecti.on point 
l; fron1 t:.h(·~ b~·~am on thE-~ nti :r.:cor.· 
% 

~~ components of the directional 
% vector f:t"om the reflected bearn 

Figure E.4: 
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MDET=(-mm dd gg;-nn ee hh;-oo ff ii]; 
LDET=[jj-aa;kk-bb;ll-cc]; 
tee=MDET\LDET; (~ calculation of the va lues for 

% tau, epsilon and eta 
tau2=tee(l,l); % taking value tau 

XDET= [j j +tau2*mm kk+tau2 *nn ll+tau2 *oo] ' ; % inter.·s(·!ct:ion po:l.nt f::r.om 
% :r-E:flecti·~d bea1n t.vit:h dE~tector 

XDETx=XDET(l,l); 
XDETy=XDET(2,1); 
XDETz=XDET(3,1); 

% x,y,z coordinates 
% intersectien point 
% on detector 

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Intersectien poirlt with detector while probe in rest 

lambdanul=((tan(alpha))*(zs-zl))l(tan(theta)-tan(alpha)); 
% value of J.arrJ.)da v<i th probe in rest. 

Xnul=(lambdanul*tan(theta) 0 zl-lambdanul] '; 
% ir1tersection point on mirx·or· 

jjnul=Xnul(l,l); 
kknul=Xnul(2,1); 
llnul=Xnul(3,1); 

% x, y, z compone.nt.s 
% intersection poi11t 
% on m.ixror 

mmnul=2* ( (tan(theta) -tan(alpha)) I (1+ ( (tan(alpha)) A2))) -tan(theta); 
nnnul=O; 
oonul=2*(((tan(alpha)*tan(theta))-
( (tan(alpha)) A2)) I (1+ ( (tan(alpha)) A2))) +1; 

taunul=(aa-jjnul+( (llnul*gg)/iil)l(mmnul-((oonul*gg)/ii)); 

% Inter·secti.on poir1t reflected beam wi.th detector while probe in rest: 
XDETnul=(jjnul+taunul*mmnul kknul+taunul*nnnul llnul+taunul*oonul) '; 

XDETnulx=XDETnul(1,1); 
XDETnuly=XDETnul(2,1); 
XDETnulz=XDETnul(3,1); 

%· . 

% Displacernent on detector 

deltaXDETx=XDETx-XDETnulx; 
deltaXDETy=XDETy-XDETnuly; 
deltaXDETz=XDETz-XDETnulz; 

% x--component detector: 
:t> y···cornponent detectur 
% z-compone~nt d(·~t(·?.ctor 

% displacement i.n x-direction 
% displacement i.n y-direction 
% disp.lac(·?m<-?nt in z-dir<:~ct:ion 

% Total displacement 
d=sqrt((deltaXDETxA2)+(deltaXDETyA2)+(deltaXDETzA2)); 

Figure E.5: 
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% Dis_placentent on detector in detector coordinatr~s 
xacc(iii,jjj)=deltaXDETy; 

end 
end 

if deltaXDETz<O 
yacc(iii,jjj)=-sqrt((deltaXDETxA2l+(deltaXDETzA2ll; 

el se 
yacc(iii,jjj)=sqrt((deltaXDETxA2)+{deltaXDETzA2)); 

end 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% All valuc-:::s _print:~~d on scrE·2en 

fprintf('De hoek van het. invallende licht met de z-as (theta) 
[graden] \n', thetag); 
fprintf ('De hoek van de spiegel met de z-as (alphai = %2. 2e 
[graden] \n' , alphag) ; 

%2.2e 

fprintf ( 'De coordinaat van de spiegel op de z-c.s "' %2. 2~'! [mj \n' , zs) ; 
fprintf('De coordinaat van het grating op de z-as = %2.2e [m]\n',zl}; 
fprintf ('De coordinaat van de detector op de x-as = %2. 2e (rnJ \n', xd}; 
fprintf ('De translatie in x-richting %2. 2e [m] \n', Tx} ; 
fprintf ('De translat.ie in y-richting %2. 2e [m] \n', Ty}; 
fprintf('De translatie in z-richting %2.2e [m] \n',Tz}; 

if length(hoek2}==1 
subplot(211} ,plot(hoekl,xacc*le3}; 
xlabel('rotation axis (degrees) '}; 
ylabel('x displacement (mm) '}; 
Titel=sprintf('Displacement in x-direction on detector with 

rotatien angle=%d degrees' ,hoek2); 
ti tle (Ti tel} ; 
subplot(212} ,plot(hoekl,yacc*le3}; 
xlabel ( 'rotation axis (degrees} '}; 
ylabel ( 'y displacement (mml 'I; 
Titel=sprintf('D.isplacement in y-direction on detector with 

rotation angle=%d degrees' ,hoek2); 
title(Titel}; 

el se 
subplot(2ll),plot(hoek2,xacc*le3}; 
xlabel( 'rota.tion a.ngle (degrees) '); 
ylabel ( 'x displacement (mm) ' I ; 
Titel=sprintf('Displacement in x-direction on detector with rotatien 

axis=%d degrees' ,hoekl); 
ti tle (Ti tel I ; 
subplot(212},plot(hoek2,yacc*le3}; 
xlabel('rotation angle ldegrees) '}; 
ylabel('y displacement (mrr.J '); 
Titel=sprintf('Displacement in y-direction on detector with rotatien 

axis=%d degrees' ,hoekl}; 
ti tle (Ti tel I ; 

end 

Figure E.6: 
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Appendix F 

Deviations from grating and the 
initia! light beam 

In this appendix the calculated deviations in the measured spot position as a result of different 
kinds of misalignment of the grating are presented. In figure F.1 possible deviations in the form 
and alignment of the grating and initiallight beam are shown. 

The calculated results in the spot position as a result of a translation of the fiber compared to 
the optical axis are presented in figures F.2-F.5. The calculations are made for a displacement of 
±0.1 mm, ±0.05 mm and ±0.025 mm in x and y-direction. 

The calculated results for a translation of the grating compared to the mirror position are 
presented in figures F.6 and F.7. 

The effects of an angle between the initial beam and the gratingare shown in figures F.8-F.11. 
The effects of a rotation of the grating around the z-a.xis of the coordinate system of the probe 
are shown in figures F.12 and F.13. 

••• . . . ,, ... . . . . \\ .. . . . . ,, ... ~ ~ ... ~ ..... ~ 
••••••• • • • • • • • •••• 

rotatien around 
z-oxis 

I fiber-
lens 

x 

z translation 

I fiber- fiber-
lens lens 

grating 

Lout 

rotatien around translotion of fiber 
y-axis 

Figure F.1: Schematical representation o.f possible deviations in the alignment and .farm o.f the 
grating and initial lightbeam. 
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F.l Displacements of initia! light beam 

The initiallight beam is defined as the beam coming from the fiber-lens system. This beam can 
he translated from the optical axis as a result of a misalignment. The resulting deviations in the 
measured x and y-coordinates of the spot position are given in the following figures. 
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Figure F.2: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
of the initial lightbeam compared to the grating {translation in x-direction) for a rotation around 
the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: ·-- Tx=0.1 mm, · · · Tx=0.05 mm,--- Tx=0.025 mm,
Tx=O mm, *** Tx=-0.025 mm, +++ Tx=-0.05 mm, 000 Tx=-0.1 mm. 
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Figure F.3: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
of the initia[ lightbeam compared to the grating {translation in x-direction} for a rotation around 
the y-axis. Explanation of symbols: ·- · Tx=0.1 mm, · · · Tx=0.05 mm,--- Tx=0.025 mm,
Tx=O mm, *** Tx=-0.025 mm, +++ Tx=-0.05 mm, 000 Tx=-0.1 mm. 
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F.2 Deviation in grating-mirror distance 

A deviation in the distance between the grating and the mirror can result in many ways. In this 
section the calculated deviations as aresult of a translation of the gratingin positive z-direction 
or from the mirror in negative z-direction are given. 
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Figure F.6: Deviations in spot position on the detector as aresult of an error in the grating-mirror 
distance ( translation in z-direction) for a rotation around the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: -- · 
Tz=0.1 mm, · · · Tz=0.05 mm,--- Tz=0.025 mm,- Tz=O mm, *** Tz=-0.025 mm, +++ 
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F.3 Angle between initia! beam and grating 

When the beam emerging from the lens after the fiber is not perpendicular to the grating the 
diffraction angle after the grating changes. The effect is given in the following figures for different 
angles ranging from -1 degree to 1 degree as a function of the rotation around the x-axis or y-axis. 
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Figure F.8: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
of the initial beam with the grating (rotation around the x-axis) fora rotation around the x-axis. 
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Figure F.9: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
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. Figure F.lO: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
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Figure F.ll: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
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F.4 Rotation of the grating around the z-axis 

A rotation of the grating around the z-axis compared to the coordinate system of the mirror results 
in a different beam direction after refiection. The calculated deviations resulting from a rotation 
around the z-axis are presented in the following figures. 
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Figure F.l2: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
of the grating with the coordinate system of the mirror pyramid (rotation around the z-axis} for 
a rotation around the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: · - · 1 degrees, · · · 0.5 degrees, - - - 0.25 
degrees,- 0 degrees, *** -0.25 degrees, +++ -0.5 degrees, 000 -1 degrees. 
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Figure F.l3: Deviations in spot position on the detector as a result of an error in the alignment 
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Appendix G 

Alignrnent errors detector 

In this appendix the different calculated deviations in the x- and y-coordinate of the spot on the 
detector are given as a result of deviations in the detector. The possible rotation deviations of the 
detector are shown in figure G.l. Other deviations are translations of the detector from the original 
detector point (xd,yd,zd). The translation errors are given in figures G.2-G.7. The rotation errors 
are given in figures G.8-G.13. The deviations in the x-and y-coordinate are calculated for different 
magnitudes of the detector deviations. These detector deviations range from -0.1 mm to 0.1 mm 
for translations and from -1° to 1° for rotations. The calculations are clone with help of the 
programm deltahk2d.m. 
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Figure G.1: Schematical drawing of the possible deviations of the detector. 
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G.l Displacements of the detector 

In this section the calculated deviations resulting from a displacement of the detector in the 
direction of the x, y and z-axis are given. 
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Figure G.2: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in x-direction (T x)· The deviations are given as a 
function of the rotation angle around the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: ·- · T x=O.l mm, · · · 
Tx=0.05 mm,--- Tx=0.025 mm,-- Tx=O mm, *** Tx=-0.025 mm, +++ Tx=-0.05 mm, 000 

Tx=-0.1 mm. 
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Figure G.3: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magitudes of deviation .from the detector in x-direction (T x). The deviations are given as a 
function of the rotation angle around the y-axis. Explanation of symbols: -- · T x=O.l mm, ·- · 
T x=0.05 mm,- - - T x=0.025 mm, -- T x=O mm, *** T x=-0.025 mm, +++ T x=-0.05 mm, ooo 
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Figure G.4: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in y-direction (T y}- The deviations are given as a 
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Figure G.5: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of differing 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in y-direction (Ty}· The deviations are given as a 
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Figure G.6: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of differing 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in z-direction (T z). The deviations are given as a 
function of the rotation angle around the x-axis. Explanation of symbols: · - · T z=0.1 mm, · · · 
Tz=0.05 mm,--- Tz=0.025 mm,- Tz=O mm, *** Tz=-0.025 mm, +++ Tz=-0.05 mm, ooo 
Tz=-0.1 mm. 
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Figure G. 7: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in z-direction (T z)- The deviations are given as a 
function of the rotation angle around the y-axis.Explanation of symbols: · - · T z=0.1 mm, · · · 
Tz=0.05 mm,--- Tz=0.025 mm,- Tz=O mm, *** Tz=-0.025 mm, +++ Tz=-0.05 mm, ooo 
Tz=-0.1 mm. 
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G.2 Rotations of the detector 

In this section deviations in the measured spotposition as a result of a rotation of the detector 
around the local x,y and z-axis are presented. 
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Figure G.8: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of deviation from the detector in the rotation of the detector around the x-axis (Rx)· 
The deviations are given as a function of the rotation angle around the x-axis. Explanation of 
symbols: ·- · Rx=1°, · · · Rx=0.5°,--- Rx=0.25°,- Rx=0°, *** Rx=-0.25°, +++ Rx=-0.5°, 
000 Rx=-1° 
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Figure G.9: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of a deviation from the detector in the rotation of the detector around the x-axis (Rx)· 
The deviations are given as a function of the rotation angle around the y-axis. Explanation of 
symbols: ·- · Rx=1°, · · · Rx=0.5°,--- Rx=0.25°,- Rx=0°, *** Rx=-0.25°, +++ Rx=-0.5°, 
000 Rx=-1° 
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Figure Go10: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of a deviation from the detector in the rotation of the detector around the y-a.xis (Ry) 0 

The deviations are given as a function of the rotation angle around the x-axiso Explanation of 
symbols: 0 - 0 Ry=1 °, 0 0 0 Ry=Oo5°, - - - Ry=Oo25°, - Ry=0°, *** Ry=-0025°, +++ Ry=-005°, 
000 Ry=-1° 
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Figureo Goll: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate of the spot as a result of different 
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Figure G.12: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate o.f the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of a deviation from the detector in the rotation of the detector around the z-axis (Rz). 
The deviations are given as a .function of the rotation angle around the x-axis. Explanation of 
symbols: ·- · Rz=1°, · · · Rz=0.5°,--- Rz=0.25°,-- Rz=0°, *** Rz=-0.25°, +++ Rz=-0.5°, 
000 Rz=-1° 
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Figure G.13: Deviations in the measured x-and y-coordinate o.f the spot as a result of different 
magnitudes of a deviation from the detector in the rotation of the detector around the z-axis (Rz). 
The deviations are given as a .function o.f the rotation angle around the y-axis. Explanation o.f 
symbols: ·- · Rz=1°, · · · Rz=0.5°,--- Rz=0.25°,- Rz=0°, *** Rz=-0.25°, +++ Rz=-0.5°, 
000 Rz=-1° 
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